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Nrf2 is a transcription factor involved in regulating the expression level of a battery of anti- 

oxidant, anti-inflammatory, and DNA repair genes. Polyacetylenes (PA) are plant 

phytochemicals whose health-promoting effects are not well studied, but are abundant in 

medicinal plants such as ginseng and not widely dispersed in dietary plants. Some horticultural 

crops from the Apiaceae family produce PA including parsnip, fennel, celery and many herbs 

(parsley, dill, lovage, etc) among which carrot is the most widely consumed. The most abundant 

PA in carrot are falcarinol (FA) and falcarindiol (FD).  

We sought to evaluate the anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory effects of PA due to their 

ability to activate the Nrf2 pathway by pretreating mice with diet-achievable phytochemical 

doses (5 mg/kg) twice per day for 7 days prior to the induction of acute inflammation via 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) injection (5 mg/kg i.p.). FA-treated mice were terminated after 4 and 

24 hours and FD mice were terminated after 24 hours. We found that FA was more effective than 

SF – commonly thought to be the most effective natural product Nrf2 activator – at upregulating 

Nrf2 target Ho1 at the protein and mRNA levels in the intestine while neither phytochemical 
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upregulated Nqo1 at the low/dietary levels used in this study. FA was also a more potent anti-

inflammatory than SF in the intestine and to a lesser extent systemically, downregulating 

proinflammatory gene expression (4 hours) and proinflammatory cytokines (24 hours). An 

additional novel finding of this study was the development of a Th2/Th9 plasma cytokine profile 

in an anti-inflammatory context during late acute inflammation with FA treatment (significantly 

increased IL-10 and lower classic inflammatory cytokines); FD produced a less perspicuous 

Th2/Th9 profile but in the absence of anti-inflammatory context (no increase in IL-10 and higher 

classical proinflammatory cytokines).  

Due to their potential health promoting properties, we also performed a series of agronomic 

treatments in carrot production to evaluate their potential for modulating PA content of carrots as 

well as other quality and sensory characteristics. While we did not discover new agronomic 

treatments specific to PA modulation, we did observe that soil fertility status was correlated with 

the nutritional quality of carrot.  
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CHAPTER 1: Dietary Regulation of Keap1/Nrf2/ARE 
Pathway: Focus on Plant-Derived Compounds and 
Trace Minerals 
 

 1.1  Abstract 

It has become increasingly evident that chronic inflammation underpins the development of 

many chronic diseases including cancer, cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes. Oxidative 

stress is inherently a biochemical dysregulation of the redox status of the intracellular 

environment, which under homeostatic conditions is a reducing environment, whereas 

inflammation is the biological response to oxidative stress in that the cell initiates the production 

of proteins, enzymes, and other compounds to restore homeostasis. At the center of the day-to-

day biological response to oxidative stress is the Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway, which regulates the 

transcription of many antioxidant genes that preserve cellular homeostasis and detoxification 

genes that process and eliminate carcinogens and toxins before they can cause damage. The 

Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway plays a major role in health resilience and can be made more robust 

and responsive by certain dietary factors. Transient activation of Nrf2 by dietary electrophilic 

phytochemicals can upregulate antioxidant and chemopreventive enzymes in the absence of 

actual oxidative stress inducers. Priming the Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway by upregulating these 

enzymes prior to oxidative stress or xenobiotic encounter increases cellular fitness to respond 

more robustly to oxidative assaults without activating more intense inflammatory NFκB-

mediated responses.  
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 1.2  Introduction 

It has become increasingly evident that chronic inflammation underpins the development of 

many chronic diseases including cancer, cardiovascular disease, and type 2 diabetes1. Reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) are generated by normal energy metabolism and function as important 

cell signaling molecules. In homeostatic conditions, intracellular ROS are maintained at 

appropriate concentrations to fulfill these functions and any excesses are buffered by various 

antioxidant enzymes and molecules. If ROS production increases beyond the threshold of this 

buffering capacity, these reactive species trigger uncontrolled reactions with non-target 

intracellular compounds, oxidizing nucleic acids, proteins, membrane, and other lipids. Normal 

intracellular oxidative status is reducing. As the number of oxidized compounds rises, the 

intracellular redox state of the cell begins to shift away from its normal reducing environment 

and oxidative stress ensues.  

 

Oxidative stress is inherently a biochemical dysregulation of the redox status of the intracellular 

environment, which under homeostatic conditions is a reducing environment, whereas 

inflammation is the biological response to oxidative stress in that the cell initiates the production 

of proteins, enzymes and other compounds to restore homeostasis. At the center of the day-to-

day biological response to oxidative stress is the Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway, which regulates the 

transcription of many antioxidant genes that preserve cellular homeostasis and detoxification 

genes that process and eliminate carcinogens and toxins before they can cause damage. Nrf2−/− 

mice are more sensitive to inflammatory disease2 and carcinogenesis3. This pathway plays a 
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major role in health resilience and can be made more robust and responsive by certain dietary 

factors such as phytochemicals and trace minerals.  

 1.3  Role of Nrf2 as Antioxidant and Chemoprotective 
Regulator 
 

Encoded by the NFE2L2 gene, Nrf2 (nuclear factor [erythroid-derived 2]-like 2), is a 

transcription factor in the basic leucine zipper (bZIP) superfamily with a Cap‘n’Collar (CNC) 

structure. Nrf2 heterodimerizes with small Maf proteins in the nucleus; this complex can then 

bind its cognate response element, the antioxidant response element (ARE), which upregulates 

the transcription of ARE-responsive genes4,5 (ARE sequence reviewed here6). Synthesis of many 

proteins with well-characterized roles in cellular antioxidant and detoxification pathways is 

inducible by Nrf2 via one or more AREs in the promoter regions of the corresponding genes; 

key proteins that can be affected by dietary factors will be briefly summarized.  

 1.3.1  Antioxidant  

Many oxidative cell metabolites have important roles in cell signaling. Present in excess, they 

can cause uncontrolled oxidative damage to other intracellular compounds (DNA, proteins, 

plasma membrane, and other lipids). Antioxidants by definition can stably maintain more than 

one redox state and can therefore participate in electron transfer, including metals that can have 

two or more redox states (Cu1+/2+, Fe2+/3+/4+). They generally do not exist freely in the cytosol, 

but are rather stored and transported by specialized proteins, or are incorporated into enzymes 

where their redox cycling potential is controlled. The sulfur (S) atom has six potential redox 

states under biological/physiological conditions7.  
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 1.3.1.1  ARE-Responsive Enzymes Associated with Glutathione  

Glutathione (GSH) is a three amino acid peptide thiol that is arguably the most abundant 

intracellular antioxidant protein, present in the cytosol at approximately 5 mM concentrations8. 

Nrf2 is key to regulating GSH levels by upregulating GSH synthetic and regenerative enzymes, 

as well as enzymes using GSH as a cofactor. Glutamate cysteine ligase (GCL) catalyzes the rate-

limiting step in GSH synthesis. It is composed of two subunits, GCLC and GCLM. The GCLC 

subunit alone can catalyze the reaction that produces γ-glutamyl cysteine from L-glutamate and 

L-cysteine, but the efficiency is increased when bound to the GCLM subunit. Both GCLC and 

GCLM are upregulated by Nrf28. Glutathione synthetase (GSS) condenses γ-glutamyl cysteine 

and glycine, forming GSH8. GSH is a non-specific cytoplasmic reducant that is oxidized to the 

glutathione disulfide form (GSSG). Under homeostatic conditions the GSH:GSSG ratio is 

approximately 100:19. GSSG is regenerated to two GSH molecules by the NADPH cofactor of 

glutathione reductase (GSR), another Nrf2-responsive gene. Glutathione peroxidase (GPx) 

catalyzes the reduction of hydrogen peroxide to water and lipid peroxides to their corresponding 

alcohols. The active site of GPx is composed of 2 GSH where selenium is substituted for sulfur 

in the thiol of one GSH unit. Glutathione-S-transferase (GST) is a phase II detoxification 

enzyme discussed later.  

 1.3.1.2  Other ARE-Responsive Antioxidant Enzymes  

Superoxide dismutase (SOD) catalyzes a disproportionation reaction transforming highly 

reactive superoxide (O2-) into stabilized dioxygen (O2) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which 

can be further reduced by GPx. SOD is a metalloenzyme (Zn,Cu-SOD) stabilized by zinc using 

copper as the redox agent in the active site (manganese is the redox agent in mitochondrial 
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SOD) 10. NAD(P)H: quinone oxidoreductase-1 (NQO-1) is an inducible enzyme, encoded by 

NQO1 gene. It is of particular importance in that it can fully reduce quinones to hydroquinones 

by employing a two-electron transfer, thus avoiding the production of free radical oxygen 

intermediates11. Heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1), encoded by the HMOX1 gene, is an inducible 

enzyme that catalyzes the freeing of heme-bound Fe to form biliverdin. HO-1 is highly 

expressed in the spleen, the site of erythrocyte recycling. Biliverdin can then be reduced by 

biliverdin reductase to bilirubin, releasing carbon monoxide (CO) to anti-inflammatory effect. 

Catalase is a highly efficient enzyme that reduces hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen using 

Fe in the catalytic site10,12. Thioredoxin (Trx) is a protein disulfide reductase that is itself 

reduced by thioredoxin reductase (TrxR). TrxR is a small, 12 kDa, selenoenzyme that 

regenerates oxidized Trx to its reduced form in a NADPH-dependent fashion13.  

 1.3.1.3  Other Proteins Relevant to Redox, not Necessarily ARE-
Responsive  
 

Metallothioneins (MT) are a family of small (6–7 kDa), cysteine-rich metal storage an transport 

proteins that bind up seven zinc ions, holding up to 15% of total intracellular zinc14,15. At 

minimum, there are seventeen MT isoforms in the human genome14. Although MTs contain an 

ARE, they are regulated more by the Nrf116 than the Nrf2 isoform17. There is debate whether 

MTs participate in the transfer of free electrons thus playing a role as direct antioxidants; 

nonetheless, they play an important role in redox biology and it is clear that their metal chelating 

capacity is regulated by intracellular oxidation status18-21. Different MT isoforms have 

differential redox potentials and can buffer intracellular free zinc across all physiological zinc 

concentrations15,22,23. Under oxidized conditions and particularly in the presence of Se, MT is a 

zinc donor; redox activated ligands displace zinc in the zinc/thiolate clusters of MT. Under 
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reduced conditions and after de novo synthesis, MT is a zinc acceptor24-26. Thionein, the MT 

apoprotein, quickly reacts with zinc ions holding inhibitory positions on other proteins, thus 

activating them; it can also inhibit transcription factors containing zinc-finger motifs by 

removing the zinc ion which dramatically alters the protein structure and suppressing DNA 

binding26. Intracellular MT concentration parallels that of free zinc21.  

 1.3.2  Detoxification and Neutralization of Carcinogens  

Xenobiotics are potentially genotoxic foreign compounds that enter the body at sites of interface 

with the environment (skin, lung, GI tract, mucous membranes). Hydrophilic xenobiotic 

molecules are generally excluded entry since they neither diffuse across the plasma membrane, 

nor are imported by membrane transporters. Biologically relevant xenobiotic molecules tend to 

be inert, lipophilic compounds that can pass undetected through lipid plasma membranes and 

evade interaction with transporters due to their hydrophobicity. Once inside cells, they can 

interfere with cell function in various ways. Detoxification modifies and removes xenobiotic 

compounds before they can cause damage27. The gastrointestinal tract bears the greatest 

exposure and is the site of first pass detoxification28, but the liver is the primary organ of 

detoxification.  

 

Detoxification proceeds in three phases. Enzymes of the cytochrome P450 superfamily are 

oxidative enzymes that carry out phase 1 by introducing an active site into otherwise inert 

xenobiotics, creating a highly reactive intermediate29. Phase 2 enzymes exploit the newly 

created active site to conjugate a functional group that solubilizes the xenobiotic, enabling 

excretion30. An imbalance between phase 1 and phase 2 detoxification systems, where there are 
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insufficient phase 2 enzymes to transform the reactive intermediates produced by CYP450 

enzymes (P1 > P2), results in increasing oxidative stress, inflammation as well as protein and 

DNA damage via adduct formation10. Multifunctional enhancers of this system upregulate the 

transcription of both enzyme types, but they are mostly differentially regulated with many phase 

2 enzymes falling under the regulation of Nrf230.  

 1.3.2.1  ARE-Responsive Phase 2 Enzymes  

Generally, phase 2 enzymes quench the phase 1-created reactive site by conjugating a functional 

group that solubilizes the xenobiotic, rendering it excretable30. Glutathione-S-transferase (GST) 

is an inducible enzyme that catalyzes the S-glutathionylation of xenobiotic compounds. Other 

electrophilic compounds can replace the newly conjugated R-SG group, but, if not, excretion of 

these products represents a loss of cellular GSH. UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) 

conjugates a glucuronic acid moiety. NQO1 is also sometimes considered a phase 2 enzyme. 

Additionally, phase 3 (also known as multi-drug resistant) proteins are ARE-responsive; they are 

a family of membrane transporters that remove processed toxins which become destined for 

excretion30.  

 1.3.3  Synthesis and Regeneration of NADPH  

In addition to direct upregulation of ARE-responsive genes, Nrf2 also supports antioxidant and 

detoxification pathways by increasing the synthesis and regeneration of nicotinamide adenine 

dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), a niacin-derived reducing agent. NADPH is a direct 

antioxidant and is used as an enzyme cofactor in many redox reactions such as the reduction of 

GSH by GR31,32. In normal human breast epithelial cell lines, Nrf2 activation by both Keap1 

knockdown (siRNA) and sulforaphane treatment increased the transcription and protein levels 
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of glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase (G6PD) and phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (PGD), 

which are the enzymes in the oxidative arm of the pentose phosphate pathway that regenerate 

NADPH from NADP+33. The A549 cell line (human lung epithelial adenocarcinoma) has a 

somatic mutation in KEAP1 resulting in constitutively active Nrf2. Silencing RNA Nrf2 

knockdown reduced G6PD and PGD expression in this cell line; additionally, genes involved in 

NADPH synthesis, malic enzyme 1 (ME1), and isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1), were also 

decreased. ChIP analysis revealed that Nrf2 directly upregulates G6PD, PGD, ME1, and IDH1 

via ARE-binding34. Similar results of pentose phosphate pathway genes were also observed in a 

“gene-dose response” study and also demonstrated a corresponding increase of hepatic NADPH 

relative to Nrf2 stability in Nrf2 null, wild type, Keap1 knockdown and Keap1 knockout mice35.  

 

ARE-responsive enzymes are key to promoting cell survival by regulating the intracellular 

redox status protecting against oxidative damage to cell components, and the detoxification 

processes that protect against protein and DNA adduction that can impair protein function and 

lead to mutagenesis. Overwhelming these protective systems allows cellular damage to 

accumulate, representing the first stage of deviation from normal homeostasis that can 

eventually reinforce the development of many chronic inflammatory diseases. Optimal function 

of the Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway may help to slow or prevent chronic disease progression.  

 1.4  Regulation of Nrf2  

 1.4.1  Keap1  

Under normal physiological conditions, most Nrf2 is sequestered in the cytosol by its actin-

bound inhibitor protein, Kelch-like ECH-associated protein-1 (Keap1) 36, a zinc 
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metalloprotein37,38 that is localized near the plasma membrane39. Keap1 is a 624 amino acid, 

cysteine rich, homodimeric zinc-finger protein that functions as an adapter for Cul3-Rbx E3 

ubiquitin ligase complex40. The Cul3-Rbx E3-mediated ubiquination of Nrf2 facilitated by 

Keap1 ensures constant proteasomal degradation of Nrf2 and inhibits ARE activation. As a 

result, Nrf2 has a half-life of approximately 20 min under basal conditions41.  

 

Keap1 has three functional domains (Figure 1). Adjacent to the N-terminal region, the BTB 

(bric-a-brac, tramtrac, broad complex) domain is the site of dimerization of the two Keap1 

subunits, as well as the binding site of the Cul3-Rbx E3 complex42. Keap1 has at least 25 

reactive thiols (Cys-SH), most of which are found in the IVR (intervening linker region) redox 

sensing domain40,43. The DGR (double glycine repeat/6 Kelch repeat) domain is the binding site 

for both actin36 and Nrf244. Keap1 has an Nrf2 binding site on each dimer subunit. These two 

binding sites form the basis of the “latch and hinge” theory of Nrf2 activation44,45 (discussed 

later). 
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Figure 1: Structure of Keap1 and Nrf2 proteins. 

 

 1.4.1.1  Redox Sensing Mechanisms of Keap1  

There are certain characteristics of Keap1 that allow it to be a highly sensitive oxidation sensor 

of exogenous electrophiles and oxidation at the plasma membrane. Cytosolic GSH has a greater 

reaction potential than protein-bound thiol groups to electrophiles. However, actin-bound Keap1 

is localized near the plasma membrane and is more likely to have the first encounter with 

exogenous electrophiles and the products of lipid peroxidation39,46. Additionally, different Keap1 

thiol groups have different redox potentials. Four of the most reactive cysteine residues on 

murine Keap1 are located in the IVR (C257, C273, C288, C297) 43. The commonality across 

these residues is their position adjacent to basic amino acid residues, which lowers their pKa and 

contributes to their greater reactivity43. C613 in the C-terminal domain has a pKa in the range of 

the four most reactive cysteine residues, although there are currently no clear observations of its 

redox activity43,47. Additionally, Forman et al. 46 have proposed that the sulfur atom of a zinc-
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bound cysteine can acquire a partial negative charge46. The exact binding site of zinc is not 

clear, however Keap1 discharges zinc ions concomitant with Nrf2 release; loss of structural zinc 

ions may result in the conformational change that fully releases Nrf238 and contribute to 

intracellular zinc flux. In an examination of the highly conserved role of zinc in redox biology, it 

has been suggested that binding of free zinc stabilizes and protects critical sulfhydryl groups48,49. 

Particular conditions acting on specific cysteine residues can increase their redox sensing 

capacity.  

 

Disulfide bridges formed between C273 and C288 are preferential and may be required for Nrf2 

activation21,47,50. Modification of C273 or C288 alone or in combination abolishes the ability of 

Keap1 to repress Nrf212. Not all electrophiles interact with Keap1 in the same way. For instance, 

both tertbutylhydroquinone (tBHQ) and N-iodoacetyl-N-biotinylhexylenediamine (IAB) 

increased HO-1 to a similar degree, but bound Keap1 in different regions51. Unlike some other 

Nrf2 activators, C151 in the BTB domain is required for sulforaphane12, and falcarindiol 

induction52. However, C151 appears to be the most reactive residue in human Keap1, at least in 

response to alkylating compounds with a Michael acceptor moiety. Luo et al. 53 investigated the 

reactivity of three different electrophiles and found that while they each had a different binding 

pattern with Keap1, the alkylation of C151 was always present53. Top reactive thiols on human 

Keap1 were C151 and C266 for isoliquiritigenin, C151, C319, and C613 for xanthohumol, 

C151, C257, and C368 for 10-shogaol53, and for iodoacetyl-N- biotinyl hexylene diamine they 

were C151, C288, and C29754. While there is some overlap between the key binding sites on 

murine and human Keap1, they are not identical.  
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 1.4.2  Nrf2  

Nrf2 is a 605 amino acid transcription factor composed of six domains (Neh1-6) (Figure 1). The 

N-terminal Neh2 domain is the binding site for inhibitory protein Keap141. The Neh4 and Neh5 

domains are the transactivation regions that bind other transcription modifiers. The Neh1 

domain is the DNA binding region which binds small Maf proteins required for ARE 

activation55. Neh3, adjacent to the C-terminal region is involved in ARE activation. Neh2 binds 

the Keap1 homodimer in two places. It has a high affinity binding site with an ETGE motif and 

a low affinity site with a DLG motif separated by an alpha helix zone and form the basis of the 

“latch and hinge” theory of Nrf2 activation56,57. It is theorized that the high affinity ETGE motif 

is the main Keap1 binding site, whereas the low affinity DTG binding site serves as the “latch” 

that pulls Nrf2 into association with Cul3-Rbx E3 ligase, ensuring the proteasomal degradation 

of Nrf258. Consequently, disruption of the low affinity site abrogates Nrf2 degradation but does 

not release it, making Nrf2 release a two-step process. This insinuates more than one possible 

route of nuclear accumulation of Nrf2. Electrophilic interaction with Keap1 can disrupt the low 

affinity/weak DLG “latch” which allows Nrf2 to rotate on a “hinge” that removes it from 

association with Cul3-Rlx E3 ligase complex and reducing Nrf2 ubiquination. Therefore the 

pool of Keap1 remains locked into association with existing Nrf2 via the high affinity ETGE 

site, allowing more de novo Nrf2 to escape Keap1 capture and proceed directly to the nucleus59. 

Additionally, further conformational change to Keap1 can release Nrf2, which further 

contributes to nuclear accumulation. Keap1 is primarily a cytosolic protein with small amounts 

in the ER and nucleus60. Although Keap1 does not co-locate to the nucleus60, there is current 

debate whether nuclear Keap1 plays a role in the degradation of nuclear Nrf2 as well.  
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The presence of both ETGE and DLG sites are unique to Nrf proteins (NFE2L1 and NFE2L2), 

whereas many other proteins contain an “ETGE motif” and can potentially bind Keap157. These 

proteins can potentially displace Nrf2, thus participating in Nrf2 activation57.  

 1.4.3  NFκB  

NFκB (nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells) is a key transcription 

factor that regulates cellular immune responses to infection and higher order oxidative stress by 

coordinating a pro-inflammatory response. Similar to Nrf2, NFκB is sequestered in the cytosol 

by inhibitor protein IκBα (NFκB inhibitor-alpha). The release of NFκB requires the 

phosphorylation of IκB by cytosolic protein IKK (IκB kinase); IKKβ is encoded by IKBKB. 

This modification targets IκBα for proteasomal degradation thus releasing NFκB for nuclear 

translocation. If NFκB-mediated attempts to restore homeostasis fail and oxidative stress rises to 

extreme levels, AP-1- mediated apoptosis is triggered (Figure 2) 61. Interestingly, IKKβ contains 

an ETGE motif31, therefore it can bind Keap1 and be targeted for ubiquitination62. Reducing the 

IKKβ pool via Keap1 binding reduces IκBα degradation and may be the elusive mechanism by 

which Nrf2 activation is known to inhibit NFκB activation.  
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Figure 2: Differential responses to rising oxidative stress. 
 
When Nrf2 is released by oxidative triggers, there is an increase in the intracellular pool of 

unbound Keap1 available to capture more intracellular IKKβ, thus inhibiting the expression of 

NFκB target genes. Alkylation of Keap1 by electrophilic phytochemicals is reversible; the 

electrophile is released when the oxidative environment returns to homeostasis and the Nrf2-

binding conformation of Keap1 is restored. Beyond a certain threshold in the intracellular 

oxidation status, Nrf2 can actually promote ROS generation63. In true ROS-induced oxidative 

stress, oxidation of thiol (Cys-SH, 2-) to sulfenic acid (Cys-SOH, 0) is readily reversible, 

however if sulfenic acid is further oxidized to sulfinic (Cys-SO2H, 2+) or sulfonic (Cys-SO3H, 

4+) acids, the reactions are not reversible, potentially leaving Keap1 unable to revert to a 

protein-binding conformation46,64. This would be expected to abrogate the Keap1 inhibition of 

IKKβ allowing for an increase in NFκB activation. NFκB has been known to inhibit Nrf2, and 

so this may be the transition point where oxidative stress becomes inflammation (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3: Keap1 as the coordinating factor between Nrf2 activation and NFκB inhibition. 
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differently with Keap1 sensor thiols. Typically, the potency of an Nrf2 activator is directly 

related to the speed of its reaction with Keap1 sulfhydryl moieties43,65. Alkylating agents are the 

most potent activators, either displacing the proton of the thiol, or if oxidative conditions rise, 
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affinity of various compounds using an Neh2 reporter assay, all alkylating agents examined 

were found to be activators66. Of the five types of thiol interactions examined, immediate 

alkylators were the fastest acting, followed with a brief (20 min) lag time by compounds that 

required simple metabolic modifications to become immediate activators66.  

 

Most diet-derived phytochemical Nrf2 inducers are Michael acceptors or can be metabolized as 

such67. Michael acceptors are generally defined as acetylene compounds conjugated to an 

electron-withdrawing group that form reversible alkylating reactions with Keap1 sensor thiols. 

Curcumin has two carbonyl-conjugated α,β-unsaturated (Michael acceptor) moieties and is a 

potent activator of Nrf2 as evidenced by its ability to upregulate HO-1 in a rat smooth muscle 

cell line; however, the saturated form, tetrabutylcurcumin, loses this ability68. This suggests that 

the Michael acceptor moiety is key to Nrf2 activation. Similarly, ginger-derived zerumbone 

contains a carbonyl-conjugated α,β-unsaturated moiety, and suppresses NFκB activation in 

cancer cells by reducing the phosphorylation and degradation of IκBα by interfering with IKK 

activity. This effect is abolished with the loss of the carbonyl group69. Zerumbone has also been 

shown to upregulate the expression of ARE-target genes and downregulate NFκB-targets by 

direct interaction with Keap170. The dual ability to both inhibit NFκB activation while activating 

Nrf2 is also seen in analogs of cinnamate that contain a similar structure: a thioketone-

conjugated α,β-unsaturated moiety71. When carrot-derived falcarinol is oxidized at C3 to 

become falcarinone, it has significantly reduced biological activity72.  
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 1.5.1.2  Brassica Family Vegetables and Organosulfides  

Organosulfides are among the most potent Nrf2 activating phytochemicals. Plants in the 

Brassica family (broccoli, cabbage, brussel sprouts, turnip, collard greens) are a particularly rich 

source of organosulfides, primarily glucosinolates and their derivatives. However, different 

Brassica species present diverse phytochemical profiles. Sulforaphane was the most bioavailable 

glucosinolate in a broccoli-based diet, while neoglucobrassicin was the main glucosinolate in a 

pak choi-based diet72. Both diets increased NQO1 activity and expression in the colon of 

azoxymethane (AOM)-treated mice, but only the broccoli diet increased TrxR; however pak 

choi was more effective at attenuating colonic inflammation than broccoli73. Even method of 

preparation can alter the health effects. Both steamed and cooked broccoli-based diets were 

protective against ischemic cardiac injury in rats, upregulating Nrf2, SOD1, and SOD2, however 

only steamed broccoli had any effect on Trx and TrxR expression74.  

 

The most well studied phytochemical among the glucosinolates is the isothiocyanate, 

sulforaphane. Nine of the ten current clinical trials evaluating compounds affecting the Nrf2 

pathway are focused on sulforaphane75. Acute sulforaphane treatment upregulated hepatic GST, 

GCLC expression and activity along with increased NQO1 mRNA76. Longer-term treatment 

was required to increase NQO1 activity76. In rat cardiomyocytes, sulforaphane increased the 

activation of Nrf2 and increased expression and activity of GSR, GST, TrxR and NQO1 in a 

PI3K/Akt dependent manner77. Mice with induced diabetes received three months of 

sulforaphane treatment and were either sacrificed immediately or after six months with no 

further treatment after the initial three-month period. Sulforaphane nearly completely abrogated 

all signs of oxidative stress and inflammation in the aorta, and this effect persisted strongly even 
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three months after treatment ceased. The authors propose that in addition to the immediate 

effects on the Nrf2 pathway, the upregulated “program” may be set by epigenetic modifications, 

such as DNA methylation, conferring a protection that goes beyond transient upregulation of 

antioxidant enzymes78. Interestingly, in a similar study, zinc alone completely blocked 

inflammation and tissue remodeling associated with T1D in the aorta. Zinc strongly upregulated 

Nrf2 expression and ARE target NQO179. In neural tissues, glucoraphanin, a sulforaphane 

precursor, upregulated Nrf2, and reduced ROS in an induced murine model of Parkinson’s 

disease, reducing the severity of symptoms80. The same compound administered after spinal 

cord injury protected against cell death, in part by suppressing NFκB activation and subsequent 

pro-inflammatory cytokine production81. Notably, the same pattern appeared in both 

transcriptomic and proteomic analysis of both sulforaphane-treated, and Keap1 siRNA-treated 

breast epithelial cells, highlighting that the primary mechanism for the effect of glucosinolates is 

via the Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway33.  

 

Broccoli seed, rich in various glucosinolates and isothiocyantes, increased the activity of NQO-1 

and GST in the stomach, small intestine and liver of wild type, but not Nrf2−/− mice, indicating 

that Nrf2 is essential for NQO1 induction82. GCLC protein was increased in the GI tract of wild 

type mice only, but not liver; whereas in both normal (RL-34) and cancer (Hepa-1c1c7) murine 

cell lines, all three (NQO-1, GST, and GCLC) proteins were increased in response to an aqueous 

extract of broccoli seed in wild type, but not in Nrf2−/− cell lines82. Mice fed a diet 

supplemented with Spanish black radish (Brassica) were protected against bone marrow cell 

death due to the administration of carcinogen DMBA (7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene) 83. 

Radish diet upregulated several CYP450 (phase I) enzymes, as well as GST, HO-1, NQO1, and 
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TrxR, resulting in superior detoxification and excretion of the carcinogen, reflected in lower 

blood levels of DMBA six hours after it was administered83. Oral administration of 

glucobrassicin metabolite, indole-3-carbinol, to female rats protected male fetal rats from 

bisphenol-A-mediated prostate damage84. Sulforaphane has also been shown to protect against 

alcohol-induced liver steatosis85 and skin damaged by UV radiation86, as well as ionizing 

radiation87.  

 1.5.1.3  Other Fruit and Vegetable-Derived Compounds (Polyphenols, 
Carotenoids, Polyenes)  
 

Organosulfide compounds are the most extensively studied, however a wide variety of other 

phytochemical compounds from whole foods interact with Keap1 to similar effect. Whole 

grape-based diet increased cardiac GSH and GSR activity in hypertensive rats experiencing 

heart failure88. Grape-derived phytochemicals, resveratrol and pterostilbene, were both 

protective against AOM-induced colon carcinoma by inhibiting NFκB activation and subsequent 

iNOS and COX-2 expression, concomitant with increased ARE-responsive HO-1 and GSR89. 

Pterostilbene was more effective than resveratrol, particularly upregulating GSR mRNA and 

HO-1 protein despite a moderate increase in mRNA89. Pomegranate protected against induced 

hepatic carcinogenesis both by Nrf2 upregulation (increased expression of GST, UGT, and 

NQO1) 90 and NFκB suppression (reduced expression of iNOS, COX-2, and heat shock 

proteins) 91. In vitro, the methanolic extract of acai berry protected against oxidative stress and 

lipid peroxidation by increasing the GSH:GSSG ratio and overall glutamate uptake into primary 

rat astrocytes92.  
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Carotenoids are polyenes that lack an electrophilic moiety, however oxidized carotenoid 

metabolites may have the capacity to upregulate the Nrf2/ARE pathway93. Lycopene 

upregulated Nrf2 resulting in a two-fold increase in NQO1 mRNA and a nearly 2.5-fold increase 

in GCL mRNA by both lycopene and β-carotene, which corresponded to a two-fold increase in 

NQO1 protein and a 1.5-fold increase in GCL94. Other carotenoids only had marginal effects94. 

Carrot-derived polyacetylene, falcarindiol, forms an S-alkylation adduct with Keap1 at cysteine 

C151 forming a high molecular weight Keap1, modifying its conformation and releasing Nrf295. 

Falcarindiol upregulated catalase, GST, NQO1 and HO-1 in rat hepatocytes and effectively 

protected against menadione-induced oxidative stress96. In vivo, falcarindiol acts systemically to 

upregulate NQO1 and HO-1 in key tissues facing detoxification challenges: liver, kidney, lung, 

and small intestine97.  

 

Diethylnitrosamine (DEN) causes hepatocarcinogenesis in rats. Lycopene consumption offered 

some protection against the severity of carcinogenesis and lipid peroxidation by increasing the 

production of Nrf2-target enzymes (SOD, catalase, GPx, HO-1) and reducing the 

phosphorylation of NFκB resulting in the suppression of COX-2 and other targets98. 

Polyphenols, butein and phloretin, upregulated HO-1 and GCLC expression in rat hepatocytes 

and reduced tert-butyl hydroxyperoxide (t-BHP)-induced ROS production in a GCL and zinc-

dependent manner99. Cycloartenyl ferulate, a component of rice bran, dose dependently 

protected HK2 cells against paraquat-mediated ROS production and resulting apoptosis in an 

Nrf2-dependent manner100. Consumption of the methanolic extract of capsicum peppers reduced 

ROS and inflammatory cell recruitment to lung tissue in a DMBA-induced murine model of 

asthma101. A recent evaluation of the chemopreventive effect of various phytochemicals 
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(chlorophyllin, blueberry, ellagic acid, astaxanthin, and tea polyphenols in order of 

effectiveness) demonstrated that not only did they upregulate Nrf2 and ARE-target enzymes 

(GST, NQO1, SOD, catalase, GPx), but also various DNA repair enzymes (OGG1, XPD, XPG, 

XRCC1) and downregulated specific isoforms of CYP450 responsible for the activation of 

DMBA102. Interestingly, Keap1 expression was dramatically upregulated (400%)102, which is 

consistent with the theory that Keap1 is the factor that coordinates the dual Nrf2 activation and 

NFκB inhibition so consistently observed.  

 1.5.1.4  Herbs, Spices and Flavor Enhancers  

Even herbs, spices and other flavor enhancers used in food preparation can contribute to Nrf2 

upregulation. Hydroxytyrosol, a component of olive oil, moderately increased the expression of 

Nrf2, GCLC and NQO1 in a dose dependent manner and dramatically upregulated HO-1 in 

human retinal pigment epithelial cells103. Notably, hydroxytyrosol increased GSH in untreated 

cells above control cells that did not receive hydroxytyrosol, and maintained the same elevated 

GSH levels even after t-BHP treatment to induce oxidative stress103. Garlic-derived diallyl 

sulfide protected rat aortic smooth muscle against TNFα and histamine-induced NFκB 

activation and ROS production104. Compounds isolated from ginger (1-dehydro-6-gingerdione, 

6-shogaol and hexahydrocurcumin) all increased NQO1 activity and decreased iNOS activity in 

LPS stimulated macrophages105. Cinnamaldehyde pretreatment of vascular endothelial cells 

prevented NFκB activation by inhibiting IkBα, resulting in reduced expression of VCAM and 

ICAM adhesion molecules within three hours TNFα treatment106. GSH was also consumed in 

this process, which lead to an upregulation of Nrf2 target genes, HO-1 and TrxR, as well as a 

restoration of GSH levels within six hours of TNFα treatment106. Carnosic acid, a compound 

found in herbs, such as rosemary and sage, can cross the blood-brain barrier to support neuronal 
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growth, and upregulates the production of neural protection factors in an Nrf2-dependent 

manner107,108. A tremendous diversity of bioactive phytochemicals is present in most fresh, 

whole plant-based foods that are capable of upregulating the Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway. A diet 

rich in phytochemicals increases the threshold of oxidative stress that activates the 

proinflammatory NFκB pathway; the generally enhanced cellular resistance to oxidative stress 

resulting from the priming of the Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway is protective against chronic 

inflammation (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: Phytochemical-rich diet increases resistance to oxidative stress and protects against 
inflammation. 

 

 1.5.2  Trace Minerals  

Trace minerals are elements required by the body for normal function in amounts less than 

approximately 100 mg/day. Trace minerals seem to have a special relationship to non-essential 

amino acid, cysteine, and its essential precursor, methionine. Zinc and selenium have a special 

role in redox biology109.  
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 1.5.2.1  Zinc  

The human body typically contains approximately 2–3 g of zinc and has a daily turnover rate of 

approximately 20–30 mg110. Nearly one third of the global population has insufficient zinc 

consumption, including nearly 10% of the US population and 13% in Canada111. Zinc is highly 

associated with cysteine. Nearly 97% of zinc-containing metalloproteins in the human genome 

have at least 1 cysteine in the metal binding site, and more than 40% have four cysteine residues 

in their metal binding site112. Zinc has only one valence state under physiological conditions and 

so is redox neutral, however it plays a significant role in redox biology49. It has been estimated 

that up to 10% of the human proteome are zinc-binding proteins, whether structural or 

catalytic112.  

 

However, protein association is not the only role for zinc in intracellular redox management. It 

is becoming increasingly clear that “zinc signaling” (fluctuations of zinc concentrations for 

signal transduction) by free zinc ions (free referring to the rapidly exchanging pool and not 

ligand-free) may play a role in intracellular signal transduction of the cellular redox state (Table 

1). In fact, free zinc may communicate the earliest cell response to changes in the redox state. 

Under normal homeostatic conditions, plasma zinc is approximately 1 mg/mL. Total 

intracellular zinc is in the several hundred micromolar range, while free zinc is buffered to the 

high picomolar to low nanomolar range under normal conditions113,114. At picomolar to 

nanomolar concentrations, free zinc is a potent effector that translates redox signals into zinc 

signals21,26.  
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Triterpenoids are potent Nrf2 activators. Pretreatment with Nrf2 activators upregulates ARE-

responsive genes, but zinc treatment alone is sufficient to upregulate Nrf2 itself and many ARE-

responsive genes. Microarray analysis of both mouse and rat livers after 4-day pretreatment with 

oleanolic acid (a triterpenoid) showed a dramatic increase in MT, as well as Nrf2 itself, and 

other ARE-responsive genes (NQO1, HO-1, GCL, GST, GPx, SOD, catalase) 115. There was 

also an increase in hepatic zinc content (30% in mice and slightly in rats) 115. A similar study 

administering zinc alone also found a dramatic upregulation of MT in both mice and rat 

livers116. In rat liver, Nrf2 and NQO1 were also upregulated by zinc alone, while HO-1, SOD, 

and GSH-associated proteins were not116. In mouse liver, Nrf2, HO-1, NQO1, and GCLM were 

upregulated, while SOD other GSH-associated proteins (GST, GPx) were not significantly 

upregulated116. Zinc supplementation provided the same hepatoprotective effects in wild type 

and MT KO mice, indicating that it is Zn and not MT that has the direct effect on hepatic gene 

expression117. In human colon cancer cells, zinc, but not copper or iron, upregulated HO-1118.  

 

Administration of zinc alone to retinal pigment epithelial cells activated the Nrf2-ARE pathway, 

upregulating de novo GSH synthesis (increased GCL mRNA) resulting in a 70% increase in 

GSH119. In a similar cell type, zinc upregulated catalase expression in a dose dependent 

manner120. Zinc depletion reduced catalase activity by 68% and MT by 82% in human fetal 

retinal pigment epithelial cells, while SOD and GPx were not affected121. Zinc deficiency in a 

glioma (brain cancer) cell line increased oxidative stress and NO production and reduced the 

DNA binding efficiency of transcription factors p53, AP1 and NFκB without affecting nuclear 

localization122. In rat aortic endothelial cells, NO-mediated protection against H2O2-induced 

oxidative stress increased GPx and GCL expression with a resulting increase in GSH; these 
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effects were abrogated by the addition of a zinc chelator20. In stressed conditions, both free zinc 

and NO synthesis are required to maintain intracellular GSH; this requires Nrf2 activation but 

not MTF-1 (a zinc sensing transcription factor) so it is possible the signaling of free zinc is 

involved20. In the brain of rat fetuses from zinc-deficient dams, Nrf2 translocation and GCL 

mRNA were lower than in controls, and resulted in low levels of GSH123. GSH levels remained 

low despite a dopamine-challenge123. The effects were closely mirrored in magnitude in human 

neuroblastoma IMR-32 cells123.  

 1.5.2.2  Selenium  

Both sulfur and selenium are group 16 elements, which are two electrons short of a complete 

outer shell. Selenium can sometimes displace sulfur in cysteine residues to form selenocysteine. 

Selenoproteins are key in biological redox systems; selenocysteine (−488 mV) has a higher 

reduction potential than cysteine (−233 mV) due to its lower pKa, therefore selenol residues a 

more powerful reducing agents than thiols9. Selenocysteine is often referred to as the “twenty 

first amino acid” because it has no direct genetic code124. Selenocysteine is incorporated into 

proteins by translational recoding where the putative stop codon, UGA, actually codes for 

selenocysteine when there is an adjacent selenocysteine coding sequence in the mRNA124. If 

there is no selenocysteine available at the time of translation, the peptide is released resulting in 

a truncated protein. This feature underscores the importance of adequate dietary intake of 

selenium, since without it important selenoproteins are simply not produced125.  

 

Selenium intake is a limiting factor in GPx and TrxR synthesis since they both employ 

selenocysteines in their active sites (SH and SeH), however selenium deficiency also 
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upregulates the expression of other Nrf2 target genes in a compensatory manner125,126. AOM-

induced tumor number was correlated with selenium intake in a mouse model of colitis; 

deficient mice developed more numerous and severe tumors than selenium-adequate mice, and 

the fewest tumors developed in the selenium-supplemented group127. Interestingly, sulforaphane 

pretreatment increased rather than decreased inflammation under selenium deficient conditions, 

but had an anti-inflammatory effect in selenium adequacy127. Sulforaphane and selenium have 

been shown to synergistically upregulate TrxR in human hepatocytes resulting in better 

protection against H2O2-induced apoptosis than either compound alone128.  

 1.6  Conclusions  

Nrf2 has been recognized as a hormetically regulated pathway in that it reflects a biphasic dose 

response50,129. Electrophilic phytochemicals at low to moderate (dietary) levels induce the 

activation of Nrf2 with a cell survival-promoting effect, while high (pharmacological) doses 

have the opposite effect, abrogating Nrf2 and ARE-responsive genes and upregulating NFκB or 

AP-150,129. Transient activation of Nrf2 by dietary electrophiles can upregulate antioxidant and 

chemopreventive enzymes in the absence of actual oxidative stress inducers. Priming the 

Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway by upregulating these enzymes prior to oxidative stress or xenobiotic 

encounter increases cellular fitness to respond more robustly to oxidative assaults without 

activating more intense inflammatory NFκB-mediated responses (summarized in Table 1).  

 

There is an incredible diversity of electrophilic dietary phytochemicals that interact with the 

Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway. Consuming a wide variety of fresh fruits and vegetables would help 

to optimize the collective role of Nrf2 regulated proteins: to restore homeostasis from a state of 
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oxidative stress and xenobiotic insult, protecting the integrity of DNA, proteins, membrane and 

other lipids. Adequate dietary intake of sulfur and trace minerals such as zinc and selenium 

provide the building blocks necessary to optimize Nrf2-mediated resilience to oxidative stress. 

Management of the inflammatory and oxidative homeostasis of the body through proper diet 

may help to slow disease progression or prevent the development of chronic disorders 

altogether130,131.  
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CHAPTER 2: Carrot-derived polyacetylenes  

Carrot-derived polyacetylenes (PA) are a group of plant-derived acetylenic phyto-oxylipins that 

have not been as extensively studied as other bioactive phytochemicals.  PA are primarily found 

in medicinal plants in the Araliaceae family such as ginseng (Panax ginseng, P. Notoginseng, P. 

Quinquefolius, Angelica sinensis).  Unlike polyphenols which are found in a wide variety of 

dietary plants, there are few dietary sources of PA. Dietary PA are limited to a few plants from 

the Apiaceae family including parsnip, fennel, celery and various herbs (parsley, dill, lovage) – 

the most widely consumed of which is carrot132,133.  The most abundant PA in carrot are 

falcarinol (FA) and falcarindiol (FD).   

 

The biosynthesis of PA is not precisely characterized but is thought to be synthesized along the 

crepenynic acid pathway following the conversion of oleic to linoleic acid. FA is the primary 

polyacetylene produced in this pathway from which the diol metabolite FD is formed134.  PA are 

of interest because of their health-promoting bioactive characteristics such as anti-

oxidant52,96,135, anti-inflammatory136-140, immunomodulatory140-143 effects, as well as their anti-

cancer5,144-147, metabolic148,149 and anti-microbial150-153 properties. 

 2.1  Nrf2-associated anti-oxidant effects of polyacetylenes 

Electrophilic PA are activators of the Keap1/Nrf2/ARE pathway.  It has been demonstrated that 

FD directly binds Keap1 by S-alkylation to change its conformation, freeing Nrf2 for nuclear 

translocation52.  In vivo, it has been shown that FA also directly activates Nrf2 by Keap1 

interaction135.  In hepatocytes, FD upregulated the activity Nrf2-target anti-oxidant enzymes 

GST and NQO1 more effectively than SF in that a lower concentration was required to achieve 
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the same results.  FD also increased the protein levels of GSH, GST, NQO1, catalase and UGT 

in a dose dependent manner peaking and declining after 5 uM for all enzymes except GSH 

which continued to increase at 10 uM.  FD also conferred dose dependent protection against 

quinone (menadione) toxicity96.  In vivo, FD pretreatment alone (100 mg/kg) upregulated rat 

GST, NQO1, HO1 in the small intestine, liver and kidney and GR and GSH in the small 

intestine.  UGT was upregulated in the small intestine and kidney, but not in the liver or heart.  

Catalse and Se-Gpx were upregulated in the kidney and heart.  FD also protected against CCl4-

induced liver toxicity by reducing lipid peroxidation97. 

 2.2  Immunomodulatory effects of polyacetylenes 

Both FA and FD have been shown to be effectively inhibit iNOS thereby suppressing M1 

macrophage polarization with in vitro IC50 values ranging from 1.98 to 9.2 µM154-158.  FA 

reduces macrophage iNOS on a mRNA and protein level in a Nrf2-dependent manner135, as well 

as inhibiting NFκB, STAT1 activation and the production of proinflammatory cytokines Tnfα, 

IL-6 and IL-12159.  The mechanism is at least in part by inhibiting IKK thereby interfering with 

MAPK and NFκB activation, and even more potently reducing the phosphorylation of both 

JAK1 and JAK2 which reduces STAT1 and STAT3 activation required for the M1 phenotype in 

macrophages inculding dendritic cells141,143.  Dendritic cells (DCs) are tissue resident 

macrophages, that upon antigen exposure become activated (mature), and migrate to their 

respective draining lymph nodes in order to present the antigen to activate naive T cells.  FD 

directly suppresses DC maturation in vitro by decreasing surface MHCII proteins in vitro at 

doses as low as 1 µM by blocking NFκB and p38 activation.  FD pretreated macrophages 

resisted LPS-induced M1 phenotype activation142.  Additionally, FD sensitized mice showed a 
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reduced autoimmune activation to ovalbumin142.  In vitro incubation with 26 µM FD inhibits the 

T cell activating transcription factor NFAT160, and reduced iNOS protein, LPS-induced IL-8 and 

increased IL-10 in colon epithelial cells140.  FA also reduced T cell proliferation in a delayed 

hypersensitivity model suggesting a therapeutic role in autoimmune conditions161.  Additionally, 

both PA inhibit complement activation reducing the formation of mast cell recruiting 

anaphlytoxins although FD more effectively than FA (IC50 15.2 µM and 87.2 µM, 

respectively162. 
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CHAPTER 3: Rationale 

Given the emerging understanding of the health promoting effects of PA of the falcarinol-type, 

we endeavoured to find agronomic practices that would modulate PA content of the most widely 

consumed PA synthesizing dietary crop – carrot.  Since PA are phytoalexin secondary 

metabolites involved in plant defence against microbial and fungal attack, we employed an 

organic agriculture methodology avoiding chemical amendments that may alter PA biosynthesis.   

 

Given that PA are Nrf2 activators, we hypothesized that PA pretreatment would have anti-

inflammatory and immunomodulatory effects in vivo in part by upregulating Nrf2-target genes.  

Since the majority of the immune system in located in the gut (gut associated lymphoid 

tissue/GALT) we focused on the small intestine.  Much of the antigen exposure affecting 

immune cell polarization occurs in the small intestine, so we evaluated the ability of PA to 

protect against LPS-induced acute inflammation in the intestine as well as systemically.  We 

evaluated 2 time points for FA.  The 4-hour time point was intended to capture maximal 

inflammatory gene expression and peak circulating inflammatory cytokines.  The second time 

point at 24 hours was intended to capture the late phase of acute inflammation for both PA. 
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CHAPTER 4: Effect of variety, soil type and agronomic 
treatments on carrot mineral and phytochemical 
composition and consumer liking of flavour traits  
 

 4.1  Abstract 

BACKGROUND: The aim of the study was to investigate the effects of variety, soil fertility 

status, and agronomic treatments on yield and quality traits of carrot composition and sensory 

factors. Additionally, we intended to identify factors affecting polyacetylene accumulation in 

carrots, due to the growing interest in their health effects and paucity of agronomic information 

on their bioaccumulation in carrots, as well as polyphenols and antioxidant capacity.  

RESULTS: The Imperator variety generally accumulated more minerals, and produced higher 

levels of polyacetylenes, chlorogenic acid, total phenolic compounds and had a higher 

antioxidant capacity than the Nantes variety, which had more carotenoids. However, consumers 

preferred the flavour of the Nantes variety over Imperator. Comparing low fertility and high 

fertility soils, we found that agronomic treatments were more likely to affect these factors in the 

low fertility soil, and were often variety-dependent. Carrot phosphorus was correlated with 

falcarindiol biosynthesis; there were no correlations between carrot minerals and biosynthesis of 

falcarinol or carotenoids.  

CONCLUSION: Carrots are not strongly affected by agronomic treatments in terms of yield or 

phytochemical status. Phenolic compounds and antioxidant status were generally higher grown 

in the high fertility site, whereas polyacetylenes were variety-dependent.  
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 4.2  Introduction 

The organization of the organic movement was in part a response to the development of 

industrial agriculture, rejecting the use of man-made chemicals as a substitute for more 

traditionally used agricultural inputs, but has since evolved to include a claim on the principles 

of health, ecology, fairness and care (IFOAM (http://ifoam.bio/en/organic- 

landmarks/principles-organic-agriculture). That organic agriculture has a smaller environmental 

impact than industrial agriculture is arguably established, however consumer choices to buy 

organic are not driven exclusively by environmental concerns, but also by the perception that 

organic foods are of a higher quality, have greater health benefits, and/or superior flavour – 

ideas which remain controversial163-165.  Comparisons of the nutritional quality of conventionally 

or organically produced foods are fraught with the inherent difficulties of agricultural research 

including the heterogeneity of conditions (soil type, climate and microclimate, temperature, 

precipitation, unnamed or unknown plant-plant, plant-insect or plant-soil organism factors, 

details of fertilization etc) and their non-replicability due to year-to-year climate variations.  

 

Early reviews of the literature comparing organic and conventional cultivation on food quality 

identified lower accumulation of nitrates in nitrophilic plants and increased dry matter in leafy 

tissues of organically grown crops, but few other differences in nutritional quality with the 

exception of vitamin C which was sometimes found to be higher in organic crops163,166,167.  A 

general shift in focus to include plant secondary metabolites (phytochemicals) that are not 

nutrients (not essential for life) but are bioactive (health promoting), began to more consistently 

reveal differences between production systems, variability notwithstanding. In a direct 
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cultivation comparison, Mitchell et al. (2006) demonstrated an increase in various polyphenols, 

ascorbic acid (vitamin C) and soluble solids in organically produced tomatoes compared with 

conventional management over 3 years168, and subsequently found a similar pattern of higher 

flavonoids (the most common polyphenols), vitamin C and α-tomatine in tomatoes under 

organic management using a decade of archived samples from a long-term field trial169,170.  A 

2009 systematic review for the UK Food Standards Agency found preliminary evidence for 

higher flavonoids and other phenolic compounds, along with some minerals (Mg, Zn) and dry 

matter in organic crops, but these differences disappeared with stricter inclusion criteria which 

showed only lower nitrates and higher phosphorus and organic acids171.  A report for the French 

Agency for Food Safety (2010) had similar findings of lower nitrates, increased dry matter, 

some minerals (Mg, Fe) and phytochemicals (various phenolic compounds and salicylates) in 

organic versus conventional vegetables172.  A 2011 meta-analysis focused even more narrowly 

on non-nutrient, bioactive phytochemicals was able to demonstrate more robust differences 

between production systems, and uncovered interesting differences in the types of metabolites 

most effected173.  They showed a pattern of greater accumulation in organic vegetables of 

defense-related secondary metabolites (total phenolics, phenolic acids and other defense related 

compounds: tannins, alkaloids, chalcones, stilbenes, flavanones and flavanols, hop acids, 

coumarins and aurones) as compared to non-defense related secondary metabolites (carotenoids, 

flavones and flavonols, and other non-defense related compounds: mainly anthocyanins and 

volatiles) where carotenoids were higher in conventional vegetables and the other groups higher 

in organic, but to a lesser extent than for defense compounds173.  A subsequent 2014 meta-

analysis also showed a strong trend for greater phytochemical accumulation in organic 

vegetables165.  While some studies conclude that any differences in nutritional quality that may 
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appear between organic and conventional produce are small and do not amount to significant 

health effects163,171,  others postulate that a generalized 12% increase in health promoting 

phytochemicals could potentially parallel the health effects of a 12% increase in baseline 

vegetable consumption173,  since increased consumption of fruits and vegetables is frequently 

correlated with lowered disease risk174-178.  

 

While evidence to support the consumer perception of possible health benefits of consuming 

organic produce is growing, there is a paucity of evidence to support the perception of organic 

produce having better flavour, despite efforts since the inception of the organic movement in the 

early 1970s to examine the question179.  A recent attempt using controlled greenhouse conditions 

to produce leafy greens, onions, tomato and cucumber evaluated by a consumer panel found no 

statistical difference in consumer liking with the exception of tomato where the conventional 

variety was preferred180.  Another study using a trained sensory panel evaluating a wide variety 

of produce purchased from the grocery story found no statistical difference in flavour 

attributes181.   

 

Carrots are an economically important crop; they are second only to tomato in total production 

sold to fresh and processing markets, but are the single largest contributor to farm gate value for 

vegetable production (107 million in 2016), as well as ranking in the top 5 vegetable export 

crops in Canada182.  Carrots are also a nutritionally important crop; they are an important source 

of fibre, minerals and vitamins (K, P, Ca, Mn, vitamins C, B1 and B2) but also contain other 

health promoting bioactive compounds (carotenoids, polyacetylenes, polyphenols etc.) 183.   
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Carrots differ from many horticultural crops in that they penetrate more deeply into the soil 

profile; their root structure can descend more than 200 cm with 50% of total root area below 30 

cm, therefore carrots are not strongly responsive to nitrogen (N) fertilizer in the year of 

application, or other amendments, in terms of yield184-188.  In a mineral soil, high N application 

rates (120-180 kg ha-1) resulted in highest total carrot yield, but low N rates (60 kg ha-1) had the 

highest marketable yield due to the many splits at the high application rate. Beyond the 60 kg 

ha-1 application rate, increasing N was inversely related to marketable yield189.  Evaluating the N 

application rates for different quality characteristics, Hochmuth et al. (1999) showed that 

optimal N for peak yield (160-180 kg ha-1) was higher than for peak sugars (140 kg ha-1) or peak 

carotenoids (165 kg ha-1) 190.  Using N application rates of 0, 110 and 220 kg ha-1, Hu et al. 

(2012) found that antioxidant activity of the aqueous extract of carrot significantly decreased 

with increasing N, and that increasing N was inversely correlated (r=0.9162) with total phenolic 

compounds although not significantly191.  Organic N amendment effects on yield and carotenoid 

content in carrots have shown mixed results, with either a positive relationship192-194 or no 

difference from synthetic fertilizers195-197.   

 

Unlike many minerals evaluated for their critical role in early carrot growth, soil and carrot 

tissue phosphorus (P) levels are strongly correlated at least up to the active bulking stage of 

growth187.  Soil P is positively correlated with yield up to a point (~200 µg g-1 soil P); above this 

level additional soil P results in dropping yields187.  At later growth stages approaching maturity, 

tissue P does not continue to rise with increasing soil P198.  Potassium (K) does not have 

consistent impact on carrot yield or quality199.  Boron (B) has been associated with increased 
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total and marketable yields200,  due in part to the stronger cell wall pectin cross-linkages formed 

by boron than calcium, imparting greater resistance to fracture201.  However, B has also been 

negatively associated with total phenolics, ascorbic acid, carotenoids and antioxidant activity in 

carrot, but when not supplied results in an accumulation of P, K and sodium (Na) 202.  High 

concentrations of soil molybdenum (Mo) have been seen to lower total carotenoids, whereas 

selenium (Se) and zinc (Zn) slightly increased carotenoids by increasing lutein and alpha-

carotene at the expense of beta-carotene203.  Few studies evaluate conditions relating to 

polyacetylene levels in carrot, but Kidmose et al. (2004) grew 8 varieties of carrot at 2 nearby 

locations in the same growing year and found that both carotenoid and polyacetylene levels 

within the same variety depended on where they were grown, suggesting an effect of soil type or 

composition204.   

 

We set out to evaluate a range of agronomic treatments in a carrot cultivation experiment in an 

attempt to better elucidate what may be having an effect on carrot phytochemical and sensory 

quality. Since genetics and year were expected to be the factors of most influence, we included 

two carrot varieties (Daucus carota L. vars. Nantes and Imperator) and two growing years 

(2014 and 2016) so as to not confound treatment effects. Imperator is the classic carrot variety 

with a long, tapered root commonly grown in conventional and organic systems, whereas 

Nantes has a more cylindrical shape and is more commonly grown in organic systems than 

conventional ones. Since nitrogen fertilizer does not strongly influence carrot yield or quality, 

and excess nitrogen may have a negative influence on phytochemical quality, we set out to 

compare recommended levels of synthetic NPK, with different organic N sources and 

application rates, and varying micronutrient treatments (2014). In the second year (2016), we 
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included a second site to compare soils with low and high fertility. Resulting carrots were 

evaluated for agronomic factors (total and marketable yield), nutritional factors (mineral and 

phytochemical levels), and consumer factors (sensory analysis i.e. flavour).  

 4.3  Methods 

 4.3.1  Study area 

An agronomy experiment was conducted in a grey-brown podzolic sandy loam Luvisol in Essa 

Township, Simcoe County, Ontario, Canada near Thornton, Ontario (44o14’N, 79o45’W) over 2 

years (2014 and 2016) 205.  In 2014, the study area was a high fertility garden plot (HFS) with a 

history of organic management. In 2016, a different area of the same high fertility garden plot 

was used, and an additional low fertility site (LFS) was added with markedly lower levels of P 

as well as lower levels of K, Mg, Ca, Zn, B and CEC (Table I). The LFS was ~80 meters from 

the HFS to closely match the soil type. The LFS had been an annually-cut hay field (majority 

Timothy grass with some alfalfa), managed non-organically and without added fertilization. 

Therefore both sites were of the same soil type, but their differing management histories 

resulted in contrasting fertility statuses (high v low fertility sites). Soil samples from both sites 

were evaluated for mineral content and estimates of available N through biological respiration 

of CO2 (A&L Canada Laboratories Inc., London, Ontario).  
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Table 1: Soil analysis of high and low fertility sites. 

 

 4.3.2  Experimental design  

Two varieties of carrot were used in both cultivation years (Daucus carota L. var. Imperator and 

var. Nantes) and with a seeding rate of approximately 100 seeds per 10 cm. Imperator has 

classical tapered root morphology and is the dominant variety grown in conventional 

agriculture, while the Nantes variety has a tubular morphology, and is more commonly grown in 

organic agriculture. In 2014, we used a 2 x 7 factorial in a randomized block design with 4 

replicates (single site); the factors were variety and agronomic treatment (Table 2). In 2016, we 

used a 2 x 2 x 4 factorial in a randomized block design with 3 replicates at each of 2 sites; the 

factors were variety, agronomic treatment (Table 2), and management history (high and low 

fertility soils).  

Table 1_Initial soil test table

Page 1

Table I: Soil analysis of high and low fertility sites

High fertility site Low fertility site

Mean SD Mean SD % Difference P-value

OM 2.77 0.31 3.13 0.06 -12.4 0.1106

42.00 12.17 64.33 10.79 -42.0 0.0761

Min N 57.33 11.59 75.00 7.00 -26.7 0.0867

pH 7.77 0.06 7.67 0.15 1.3 0.3486

P 70.27 18.72 5.77 1.16 169.7 0.0040

K 123.90 4.64 78.04 8.73 45.4 0.0013

Mg 227.43 41.88 109.55 20.78 70.0 0.0120

Ca 3,613.27 157.05 2,760.23 462.55 26.8 0.0390

Na 15.17 2.81 15.77 2.44 -3.9 0.7942

S 11.83 0.64 11.90 1.73 -0.6 0.9532

Zn 6.44 1.28 3.58 0.35 57.1 0.0202

Mn 49.93 10.67 37.27 3.35 29.0 0.1212

Fe 78.37 5.14 72.30 2.40 8.1 0.1376

Cu 1.77 0.96 0.77 0.07 79.0 0.1443

B 0.93 0.17 0.42 0.07 74.5 0.0088

CEC 18.37 0.80 13.00 2.00 34.2 0.0125

Al 299.93 30.50 842.70 6.77 -95.0 <0.0001

Soil 
elements

CO
2
-C

Elements are expressed as µg cm-3, OM as %, and CEC as meq 100 g-1.  The % 
difference between sites is expressed as HFS-LFS and the p-values are the results of 
unpaired Student’s t-test.
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Table 2: Agronomic treatments for 2 years of carrot cultivation. 

 

After the harvest, total and marketable yield were determined. Total yield was the total weight of 

the carrot harvest per plot, and marketable yield was determined by culling carrots due to splits, 

insect/animal damage and calculating the percentage of total yield that was marketable. Mineral 

analysis was performed on freeze-dried samples (A&L Canada Laboratories Inc., London, 

Ontario). Bulk density for the HFS was 1109.5 kg/m3 and 1153.3 kg/m3 for the LFS in 2016.  

 4.3.3  Carrot analysis  

 4.3.3.1  Sample preparation and extraction  

Non-polar compounds were extracted from freeze-dried and ground carrots from both years 

(2014 and 2016) using a protocol for simultaneous quantification of carotenoids and 

polyacetylenes206.  Briefly, dried and ground carrots were extracted four times with ethyl acetate, 

petroleum ether and methanol (1:1:1 v/v/v), mixed for 1 hour with an orbital shaker and allowed 

TableI - ag tmts

Page 1

Table II: Agronomic treatments for 2 years of carrot cultivation

Treatment Description Year 1 (2014)

1 Control No amendment

2 Synthetic H

3 Synthetic L

4 Compost L Compost to match treatment 3

5 Compost tea Treatment 4 with additional compost tea

6 Micronutrient Treatment 4 with additional micronutrients

7 Optimized Combination of treatments 4, 5, 6 with additional B and Mo foliar treatments

Treatment Description Year 2 (2016)

1 Control No amendment

2 Synthetic H

3 Compost H Compost to match treatment 2

4 Optimized

110 kg/ha N (urea), 50 kg/ha P (P2O5), 80 kg/ha K (K2O)

55 kg/ha N (urea), 50 kg/ha P (P2O5), 80 kg/ha K (K2O)

HFS: 110 kg/ha N (urea), 50 kg/ha P (P2O5), 80 kg/ha K (K2O)                          

LFS: 110 kg/ha N (urea), 170 kg/ha P (P2O5), 160 kg/ha K (K2O)

To match Treatment 3 except with only 50% N and additional compost tea, 
micronutrients, B and Mo foliar treatments

Synthetic H treatments are as per OMAFRA recommendations (Publication 363, 2017). Year 1 had a single 
site and 7 agronomic treatments.  Year 2 had 2 sites and 4 agronomic treatments per site; HFS=high fertility 
site, LFS=low fertility site.  
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to settle overnight. The supernatant was filtered with a 0.2 µm nylon syringe filter for HPLC-

DAD quantification. An extraction for polar compounds was performed on year 2 carrots only 

(2016) for evaluation of phenolic acids and antioxidant capacity. Briefly, freeze-dried carrot was 

extracted with methanol, water and acetic acid (80:19:1 v/v/v), thoroughly vortexed and 

sonicated twice for 5 minutes. Samples were mixed on an orbital shake overnight (Roto-Shake 

Genie, Scientific Industries, New York, USA) and centrifuged at 1,800 g for 10 minutes. 

Supernatant was used directly for assessment of phenolic acids207,208,  or diluted 2.5 times to 

determine the antioxidant capacity by the DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl) assay209,210.  

 4.3.3.2  Total phenolic acid and DPPH assays  

Total phenolic compounds were quantified using the Folin-Ciocalteu method207,208.  Briefly, 

extracts were incubated with Folin-Ciocalteu reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, Mississauga, Ontario) for 

10 minutes and a 7.5% Na2CO3 solution was added. After a 2-hour incubation at room 

temperature, the plates were read at 765 nm with a microplate reader (Bio-Tek Instruments Inc., 

Winooski, VT, USA). Results were interpolated from a gallic acid standard curve and expressed 

as gallic acid equivalents (GAE). The DPPH assay was modified from Herald et al. (2012) to 

use a 350 µM DPPH solution209,210 and antioxidant capacity was assessed by measuring the 

DPPH extinction rates for sample supernatant after a 4-hour room temperature incubation. 

Results were interpolated from a trolox standard curve and expressed as µM of trolox 

equivalents (TE).  

 4.3.3.3  HPLC  

Quantification of polyacetylenes, carotenoids and phenolic acids was performed by HPLC. The 

Agilent 1260 Infinity HPLC system was equipped with an auto-sampler, inline degasser, 
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quaternary pump, diode-array detector (DAD), and ChemStation® software. HPLC separation 

was performed on a Phenomenex® Kinetex XB-C18 100A 2.6 µm 100 × 4.6 mm column 

(Phenomenex Inc., Torrance, CA, USA). The mobile phase consisted of 0.2% formic acid in 

water (v/v, solvent A) and 95% methanol/5% acetonitrile (v/v, solvent B). The injection volume 

was 10 µL and the flow rate was kept at 0.7 mL/min. The solvent gradient for simultaneous 

quantification of polyacetylenes and carotenoids was as follows: the column was equilibrated 

with 40% B. After injection of the samples, the column was eluted with isocratic 80 % B for 4 

min, 90% B for 4.5 min and 100% B for 25 min. Data were collected at 205 nm for 

polyacetylenes and 450 nm for carotenoids. Calibration curves were generated by plotting 

HPLC peak areas against concentrations of external standards. The solvent gradient for 

quantification of phenolic acids was as follows: 0-25 min, mobile phase B increased from 0% to 

50%; 25-25.5 min, B increased from 50% to 100%. 100% B was maintained for 2 min and 

decreased to 0% to re-equilibrate the column. Data were collected at 280 nm. Phenolic acids 

were identified by comparing retention time and UV absorption spectra with external standards, 

and quantified with standard curves generated by plotting HPLC peak areas against 

concentrations.  

 4.3.3.4  Sensory analysis  

Characteristics of consumer liking were evaluated with both varieties of carrot from the 

synthetic and optimized treatments of the HFS (2016 only). Ninety two participants were 

recruited from University of Guelph students and staff. Participants independently evaluated 

each of the 4 carrot samples on a 9-point hedonic scale for the likability of carrot flavour, 

sweetness, flavour intensity, texture, aftertaste and overall liking. The hedonic scale was as 

follows: 1) dislike extremely, 2) dislike very much, 3) dislike moderately, 4) dislike slightly, 5) 
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neither dislike nor like, 6) like slightly, 7) like moderately, 8) like very much, and 9) like 

extremely211.   

 4.3.4  Statistical analysis  

Statistical analyses were performed using Prism Graphpad software (version 7) and data are 

presented as means ± SD. Analysis of the soil fertility of both sites was performed by unpaired, 

double-tailed Student’s t-test. In year 1, analysis of carrot composition was performed using a 

two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA); the Sidak method of pairwise comparisons between 

varieties for each agronomic treatment was performed to compare group means. In year 2, a 

three-way ANOVA was performed to include the additional site factor; Tukey multiple 

comparisons method was used for comparison of group means. Correlations between soil factors 

and phytochemical accumulation was done by the Pearson method. Pearson coefficients ±0.75 

were considered as strong correlations. Sensory analysis data were analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis 

analysis of variance and the Dunn’s multiple comparisons method was used for comparison of 

group means. Pooled results of sensory analysis were analyzed with a two-tailed Mann-Whitney 

t-test. All results with an α < 0.05 were accepted as significant; those with an α < 0.1 were 

reported as marginally significant. ‘P’ denotes the main effect ANOVA p-value; ‘p’ denotes 

those resulting from post test comparison of group means.  

 4.4  Results 

 4.4.1  Carrot yield  

In 2014, the Nantes variety had 24% greater total yield than Imperator (28.5 t ha-1 vs 22.4 t ha-1, 

p<0.0001) but lower percent dry matter (10.97% vs 12.1%, P<0.0001), however there was no 
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significant main effect due to agronomic treatment (Table 3). In the optimized treatment, the 

pairwise comparison revealed a significant difference of total yield between varieties (49.2% 

higher yield for Nantes, p=0.0159). An early frost in 2014 resulted in lower than expected 

marketable yield. Nantes had a significantly higher marketable yield than Imperator (53.0% vs 

21.8%, P<0.0001), however there was no significant effect due to agronomic treatment. Brix 

was 3.8% higher in the Imperator variety (P=0.0052), but agronomic treatment did not have a 

significant effect.  

Table 3: Total yield, % marketable yield and dry matter for carrots grown in year 1 (2014). 

 

Table III: Total yield, % marketable yield and dry matter for carrots grown in year 1 (2014)

Total yield (t/ha) Marketable yield (%)

Agronomic treatment Nantes Imperator Nantes Imperator

Control 27.09 ± 1.85 22.32 ± 2.01 ns 51.16 ± 13.90 21.73 ± 14.90 *

Synthetic H 27.73 ± 4.18 20.59 ± 4.83 ns 45.64 ± 15.13 14.59 ± 14.30 *

Synthetic L 27.49 ± 2.01 24.22 ± 4.10 ns 55.29 ± 7.03 20.52 ± 18.48 *

Compost 30.43 ± 5.29 25.28 ± 2.30 ns 54.83 ± 9.59 20.43 ± 14.25 *

Compost tea 26.87 ± 2.63 20.73 ± 3.41 ns 47.76 ± 17.86 21.68 ± 10.33 ns

Micronutrients 28.22 ± 6.26 21.53 ± 2.23 ns 54.32 ± 9.52 28.16 ± 10.20 ns

Optimized 31.66 ± 4.23 22.15 ± 2.97 * 62.04 ± 8.62 25.32 ± 17.75 **

Mean 28.50 ± 3.78 22.40 ± 3.12 53.00 ± 11.67 21.78 ± 14.32

Dry matter (%) Brix

Agronomic treatment Nantes Imperator Nantes Imperator

Control 10.72 ± 0.06 12.13 ± 0.29 *** 8.84 ± 0.45 9.67 ± 0.34 m

Synthetic H 10.99 ± 0.22 12.14 ± 0.23 ** 9.45 ± 0.73 9.22 ± 0.27 ns

Synthetic L 10.78 ± 0.70 12.10 ± 0.76 *** 9.04 ± 0.28 9.37 ± 0.46 ns

Compost 10.83 ± 0.25 12.14 ± 0.35 *** 8.76 ± 0.17 9.22 ± 0.16 ns

Compost tea 11.03 ± 0.14 12.02 ± 0.39 ** 8.99 ± 0.59 9.66 ± 0.37 ns

Micronutrients 11.28 ± 0.39 11.97 ± 0.10 ns 9.20 ± 0.41 9.26 ± 0.29 ns

Optimized 11.19 ± 0.36 12.18 ± 0.06 ** 9.20 ± 0.22 9.53 ± 0.35 ns

Mean 10.97 ± 0.30 12.10 ± 0.31 9.07 ± 0.30 9.42 ± 0.31

Variety Interaction

Total yield  <0.0001 -- --

% Marketable yield <0.0001 -- --

Dry matter <0.0001 -- --

Brix 0.0052 -- --

2-way ANOVA 
results

Agronomic 
treatment

Total yield is in t/ha, marketable yield is represented as percent marketable of total yield, and dry matter is presented 
as percent of total weight.  In the upper table, the statistical significance of the pairwise comparison between 
varieties for each treatment by Tukey post test are listed as follows: **** p<0.0001, *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, 
m=marginally significant (p<0.1), and ns=not statistically significant (p<0.1).  In the lower table, the p-value results 
from the 2-way ANOVA are reported directly or blank if not significant (p<0.1).
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In 2016, Nantes again had significantly higher total yields than Imperator in both the high 

fertility (12.8 t ha-1 vs 8.83 t ha-1) and in the LFS (22.25 t ha-1 vs 15.63 t ha-1, P<0.0001). 

Overall, total yield was higher in the LFS rather than HFS (P<0.0001) and agronomic treatment 

had only a marginal effect (P=0.0990) on total yield (Table 4). Both varieties followed similar 

trends of total yield in response to agronomic treatment in both soil types. In the HFS, both 

varieties had the lowest total yields in the optimized organic treatment. Total yield was 61.5% 

less in the HFS compared to LFS for Nantes grown with the optimized organic treatment 

(p=0.0307), and 79.0% lower for Imperator although only marginally significant (p=0.0850). In 

the LFS, the synthetic fertilizer treatment resulted in the highest total yields for both varieties. 

For Nantes, total yield for this treatment was 58.7% higher in the low fertility compared to the 

HFS (p=0.0057). Interestingly, the synthetic treatment also resulted in the lowest marketable 

yields for both varieties regardless of the field in which they were grown. For the variables 

marketable yield, dry matter and Brix, a difference in the response of variety to management 

history resulted in a significant interaction effect (VxM), therefore the varieties were re-

analyzed independently by two-way ANOVA. Marketable yield was significantly higher in the 

LFS for both varieties (Nantes P=0.0018, Imperator P<0.0001). The optimized organic 

treatment resulted in significantly higher marketable yield in the LFS (p=0.0133) for Imperator, 

but there was no effect of agronomic treatment for the Nantes variety. Both dry matter and Brix 

were significantly higher in the HFS for the Nantes variety (P<0.0001 and 0.0226, respectively) 

but there was no effect for the Imperator variety. Taken together, the Nantes variety had higher 

total and marketable yields in both years, whereas the Imperator variety consistently had higher 

Brix.  
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Table 4: Total yield, marketable yield, dry matter and Brix for carrots grown in year 2 (2016). 

 

 4.4.2  Carrot composition  

 4.4.2.1  Minerals 

In year 1, there were no significant effects of agronomic treatment on mineral accumulation in 

the 2-way ANOVA (see Table 5 for summary of carrot analysis), with the exception of Mg and a 

marginal effect of P (discussed below). Therefore the treatments were combined and the 

difference between varieties is summarized in Table 6 (complete data in supplementary Table 

10). All treatments taken together, the Imperator variety accumulated significantly more 

minerals than the Nantes variety. Zn, P, Cu, K, Mg, S, B and Ca were higher in Imperator (by 

48.9, 40.9, 35.2, 24.6, 21.7, 19.5, 16.2 and 6.3% respectively, all P<0.0001). Nantes was only 

alternate layout Table 4 w brix_%
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Table IV: Total yield, marketable yield, dry matter and Brix for carrots grown in year 2 (2016)

Total yield Marketable yield (%)

Nantes Imperator Nantes Imperator

HFS LFS Sig HFS LFS Sig HFS LFS Sig HFS LFS Sig

Control 12.70 ± 0.48 20.15 ± 3.11 ns 9.52 ± 1.10 13.52 ± 1.96 ns 83.82 ± 5.95 90.24 ± 2.14 ns 73.93 ± 3.01 88.59 ± 5.45 ns

Synthetic 13.94 ± 1.45 25.53 ± 1.45 ** 9.80 ± 3.57 17.25 ± 3.76 ns 80.58 ± 5.59 85.49 ± 3.64 ns 64.33 ± 8.49 78.22 ± 4.52 ns

Compost 13.39 ± 6.34 22.22 ± 1.33 m 9.25 ± 1.33 16.15 ± 5.57 ns 81.26 ± 1.84 90.87 ± 5.14 m 76.65 ± 8.36 84.73 ± 7.32 ns

Optimized 11.18 ± 4.38 21.11 ± 1.24 * 6.76 ± 3.05 15.59 ± 2.04 m 81.24 ± 6.39 87.63 ± 2.51 ns 69.88 ± 8.35 88.23 ± 4.08 *

Mean 12.80 ± 3.16 22.25 ± 1.78 8.83 ± 2.26 15.63 ± 3.33 81.73 ± 4.94 88.56 ± 3.36 71.20 ± 7.05 84.94 ± 5.34

Dry matter (%) Brix

Nantes Imperator Nantes Imperator

HFS LFS Sig HFS LFS Sig HFS LFS Sig HFS LFS Sig

Control 11.60 ± 0.10 10.77 ± 0.25 * 11.70 ± 0.36 12.27 ± 0.32 ns 9.4 ± 1.04 8.0 ± 0.35 ns 9.2 ± 0.20 8.9 ± 0.83 ns

Synthetic 11.83 ± 0.38 10.83 ± 0.42 * 12.33 ± 0.23 11.60 ± 0.53 ns 9.1 ± 0.64 8.5 ± 0.12 ns 9.3 ± 0.26 8.8 ± 0.40 ns

Compost 11.20 ± 0.36 10.93 ± 0.51 ns 12.10 ± 0.66 11.93 ± 0.38 ns 8.3 ± 1.10 7.5 ± 0.81 ns 9.1 ± 0.31 9.8 ± 0.53 ns

Optimized 11.80 ± 0.26 10.83 ± 0.40 * 11.70 ± 0.10 11.93 ± 0.60 ns 8.6 ± 0.60 8.1 ± 0.99 ns 9.0 ± 0.35 9.1 ± 0.31 ns

Mean 11.61 ± 0.28 10.84 ± 0.40 11.96 ± 0.34 11.93 ± 0.46 8.83 ± 0.85 8.03 ± 0.56 9.14 ± 0.28 9.17 ± 0.52

Variety Interaction

Total yield  <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0990 --

Marketable yield <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0206

Dry matter <0.0001 0.0016 --

Brix 0.0004 0.0413 --

Interaction

Marketable yield 0.0018 -- --

Dry matter <0.0001 -- --

Brix 0.0226 -- --

Interaction

Marketable yield <0.0001 0.0611 --

Dry matter -- -- --

Brix -- -- --

Agronomic 
treatment

Agronomic 
treatment

3-way ANOVA 
results

Management 
history 

Agronomic 
treatment 

0.0403 VxM

0.0029 VxM

0.0305 VxM

2-way ANOVA 
results Nantes

Management 
history 

Agronomic 
treatment 

2-way ANOVA of 
results  Imperator

Management 
history 

Agronomic 
treatment 

Total yield is in t/ha, marketable yield is represented as percent marketable of total yield, and dry matter is presented as percent of total weight.  In the 
upper table, the statistical significance of the pairwise comparison (post test, Sidak’s method) between agronomic treatments across the high and low 
fertility sites for each variety are listed as follows: **** p<0.0001, *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, m=marginally significant (p<0.1),  and ns=not 
statistically significant (p<0.1).  In the lower table, the p-value results from ANOVA analysis are reported directly; marginally significant p-values (<0.1) 
are italicized, and blank if not significant (p>0.1).  VxM represents the interaction effect between the factors variety and management history in the 3-
way ANOVA.  For factors with an interaction effect, the two varieties were re-analyzed independently by 2-way ANOVA.
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significantly higher in Na (19.8%, P=0.0041) and Mn (12.5%, P=0.0050). P was 40.9% and Mg 

21.7% higher in the Imperator variety (both P<0.0001); post test comparison of group means 

within each variety did not produce a significant difference due to agronomic treatment for 

either element. The two varieties were analyzed independently for B by one-way ANOVA due to 

a significant interaction effect between variety and agronomic treatment. B was significantly 

lower in the micronutrients treatment than both the compost treatment (p=0.0191) and optimized 

organic treatment (p=0.0334) in the Imperator variety, whereas in the Nantes variety, B was 

highest in the micronutrients treatment, but only marginally more than in the control group 

(p=0.0604).  
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Table 5: Complete statistical analysis results for carrot composition years 1 and 2. 

 

The analysis of year 2 mineral accumulation was more complex as there was not a consistent 

pattern. Mn, Fe and N differed only by variety (Table 5). Across all sites, Mn was 17.7% higher 

in Nantes (P=0.0002) and Fe and N were higher in Imperator by 30.8 and 6.9% (P=0.0002 and 

0.048, respectively) (Table 7). Since management history had no significant impact on Mg, both 

sites were pooled and reanalyzed by 2-way ANOVA. Comparing the treatment means for each 

ANOVA for carrot_for print
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Table V: Complete statistical analysis results for carrot composition years 1 and 2

Year 1 Year 2

Factor Variety Interaction Variety Interaction

Total yield <0.0001 -- -- <0.0001 0.0990 <0.0001 --

Salable <0.0001 -- -- <0.0001 0.0206 <0.0001 --

Dry matter <0.0001 -- -- <0.0001 -- 0.0016

Brix 0.0052 -- -- 0.0004 -- 0.0413

FaOH 0.0043 -- -- -- -- -- --

FaDOH <0.0001 -- -- <0.0001 -- -- --

Total PA <0.0001 -- -- <0.0001 -- -- --

PA ratio <0.0001 -- -- 0.0010 -- -- --

Carotenoids 0.0864 -- -- <0.0001 -- 0.0005 --

Chlorogenic acid 0.0006 -- 0.0031 --

Total phenols 0.0170 -- -- --

DPPH 0.0094 -- -- --

%N -- -- -- 0.0478 -- -- --

S <0.0001 -- -- -- 0.0086 <0.0001

P <0.0001 0.0593 -- <0.0001 0.0018 <0.0001

K <0.0001 -- -- <0.0001 0.0086 <0.0001

Mg <0.0001 0.0319 -- <0.0001 0.0087 -- --

Ca <0.0001 -- -- 0.0125 0.0183 <0.0001

Na 0.0041 -- -- -- -- <0.0001 --

B <0.0001 -- 0.007 -- 0.0001 <0.0001

Zn <0.0001 -- -- 0.0015 0.0252 <0.0001 --

Mn 0.0050 -- -- 0.0002 -- -- --

Fe -- -- -- 0.0002 -- -- --

Cu <0.0001 -- -- 0.0003 -- <0.0001 --

Al -- -- -- 0.0003 -- 0.0192 --

Factor Variety Interaction

S
HFS -- -- --

LFS -- 0.0044 --

P
HFS <0.0001 -- --

LFS 0.0002 0.0005 --

K
HFS 0.0002 -- --

LFS 0.0015 0.0009 --

Ca
HFS -- -- --

LFS 0.0068 0.0041 --

B
HFS -- 0.0136 --

LFS -- 0.0001 --

Agronomic 
treatment

Agronomic 
treatment

Management 
history 

0.0029VxM

0.0305VxM

0.0191AxM

0.0099AxM

0.0022AxM

0.0279AxM

<0.0001AxM

Management 
history 

Agronomic 
treatment

The upper table contains a summary of p-values resulting from analysis of carrot yield and content in year 1 by 2-way ANOVA 
and in year 2 by 3-way ANOVA.  Factors from year 2 resulting in an interaction effect (agronomic treatment by management 
history) were re-analyzed by 2-way ANOVA independently by management history. Marginally significant p-values are italicized 
(p<0.1).
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variety, the optimized organic treatment had significantly higher Mg than control for the 

Imperator variety (p=0.0044), but there was no difference for the Nantes variety (supp. Table 

11). Due to an interaction effect between the factors agronomic treatment and management 

history, S, P, K, Ca and B were split by cultivation site and reanalyzed by 2-way ANOVA. There 

was no effect of agronomic treatment for any of these elements in the HFS, except B (discussed 

below).  

Table 6: Summary of year 1 carrot composition grown in a high fertility soil. 

 

Comparing the treatment means for each variety in the LFS, S was significantly higher in the 

optimized organic treatment than both the synthetic and compost treatments (p<0.05) in 

Imperator, while there was no significant difference in the Nantes variety (supp. Table 11). On 

the contrary, Ca in Nantes grown in the LFS was significantly higher in the synthetic than the 

Y1 carrot contents_new layout
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Table VI: Summary of year 1 carrot composition grown in a high fertility soil

Nantes Imperator % Difference

Component Mean SD Mean SD N-I P-value

FaOH 169.45 ± 38.01 202.42 ± 25.86 -17.7 0.0043

FaDOH 218.00 ± 13.91 497.88 ± 77.33 -78.2 <0.0001

Total PA 387.45 ± 41.37 700.30 ± 91.25 -57.5 <0.0001

PA ratio 1.35 ± 0.31 2.49 ± 0.35 -59.4 <0.0001

Total carotenoids 461.71 ± 41.61 435.60 ± 23.45 5.8 0.0864

N 1.20 ± 0.10 1.25 ± 0.15 -3.9 --

S 104.00 ± 5.90 126.43 ± 8.38 -19.5 <0.0001

P 229.82 ± 14.42 347.90 ± 17.58 -40.9 <0.0001

K 3287.39 ± 135.35 4211.62 ± 202.71 -24.6 <0.0001

Mg 98.04 ± 6.41 121.90 ± 6.64 -21.7 <0.0001

Ca 389.14 ± 15.87 414.38 ± 16.38 -6.3 <0.0001

Na 135.18 ± 23.06 110.84 ± 27.57 19.8 0.0041

B 1.25 ± 0.08 1.47 ± 0.06 -16.2 <0.0001

Zn 0.70 ± 0.09 1.15 ± 0.11 -48.9 <0.0001

Mn 0.56 ± 0.07 0.49 ± 0.07 12.5 0.0050

Fe 2.07 ± 0.32 2.19 ± 0.33 -5.6 --

Cu 0.46 ± 0.08 0.66 ± 0.06 -35.2 <0.0001

Al 0.40 ± 0.27 0.58 ± 0.52 -37.9 --

Overall means for each variety are presented; phytochemicals are presented as g kg-1 and minerals μg 
g-1. See supplementary Table IX for complete data for all treatments.  The % difference between 
varieties (Nantes-Imperator) and p-values for the variety factor of 2-way ANOVA analysis are 
presented; marginal p-values are italicized (p<0.1) and those that are not significant are blank (p>0.1).
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compost and optimized treatments (p<0.05), but there was no effect in Imperator. K was 

significantly higher in the synthetic than all other treatments for the Nantes variety, by 44.6, 

38.8 and 34.5% for compost, control and optimized treatments (p=0.0066, 0.0163 and 0.0296, 

respectively), whereas the difference was only marginally significant for Imperator. In the LFS, 

P was 39.3% higher in synthetic over control (p=0.0012) and the optimized organic treatment 

was 26.9% higher over control (p=0.0383) for the Imperator variety. In Nantes, P was 30.2% 

higher in synthetic over control treatments (p=0.0395). Agronomic treatment significantly 

impacted B accumulation in both HFS and LFS. Comparing the treatment means for each 

variety in the LFS, the optimized organic treatment had 54.6% more B than the synthetic 

(p=0.0009), and 44.2% more than the compost treatment (p=0.0043) for the Imperator variety. 

The Nantes variety had 45.2% more B in the optimized organic over synthetic treatment 

(p=0.0048), and 33.4% more than control (p=0.0293). The same post test analysis in the HFS 

did not produce significant results, but the main effect of agronomic treatment (both varieties 

combined) showed the control was higher than the optimized organic treatment with marginal 

significance (p=0.0750). Zn, Cu and Na were significantly higher in LFS for both varieties 

(P<0.0001). Overall, Imperator generally accumulated more overall minerals than Nantes in 

both years, but mineral accumulation was also impacted by soil fertility status as seen in year 2. 

Agronomic treatments only significantly affected mineral accumulation in the LFS; the HFS 

was largely impervious to the effect of agronomic treatments applied in this study.  
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Table 7: Summary of year 2 carrot composition grown in high and low fertility sites. 

 

 4.4.2.2  Carotenoids and polyacetylenes  

In year 1, the Imperator variety had higher concentrations of both polyacetylenes (FA and FD) 

than the Nantes variety (Table 6). Imperator had 17.7% more FA (169.45 mg/100 g DW 38.01 

Nantes vs 202.42 mg/100 g DW 25.86 Imperator, P=0.0033) and 78.2% more FD than the 

Nantes variety (218 mg/100 g DW 13.91 Nantes vs 497.88 mg/100 g DW 77.33 Imperator, 

P<0.0001), summing to an overall 57.5% greater concentration of total polyacetylenes. 

Table VII: Summary of year 2 carrot composition grown in high and low fertility sites

Nantes Imperator Nantes v Imperator

Component Mean SD % Difference Mean SD % Difference % Difference P-value

FaOH
HFS 308.49 ± 41.28

5.9
304.95 ± 24.90

1.7 -0.9 --
LFS 290.87 ± 28.00 299.87 ± 31.75

FaDOH
HFS 140.11 ± 17.76

-9.8
219.34 ± 25.40

8.2 -35.4 <0.0001
LFS 154.56 ± 21.84 202.12 ± 39.29

Total PA
HFS 448.60 ± 44.73

0.7
524.28 ± 46.14

4.3 -13.8 <0.0001
LFS 445.43 ± 24.10 501.99 ± 56.60

HFS 2.32 ± 0.58
17.1

1.43 ± 0.22
-12.6 33.4 0.0010

LFS 1.96 ± 0.47 1.63 ± 0.49

HFS 467.86 ± 56.88
-12.4

362.94 ± 31.00
-18.0 22.3 <0.0001

LFS 529.89 ± 60.01 434.69 ± 67.18

HFS 522.14 ± 99.53
41.6

780.02 ± 202.03
32.8 -43.2 0.0006

LFS 342.34 ± 152.82 560.11 ± 291.48

HFS 201.50 ± 16.63
5.7

232.70 ± 19.12
6.2 -14.1 0.0170

LFS 190.40 ± 20.84 218.80 ± 21.83

DPPH
HFS 11.56 ± 1.52

8.3
14.30 ± 1.57

2.4 -24.0 0.0094
LFS 10.64 ± 0.51 13.96 ± 3.49

%N
HFS 1.28 ± 0.08

2.2
1.41 ± 0.10

8.6 -6.9 0.0478
LFS 1.25 ± 0.18 1.30 ± 0.14

S 
HFS 1060.92 ± 90.50

-16.5
1056.17 ± 77.46

-11.0 3.4 --
LFS 1251.67 ± 81.31 1179.58 ± 147.11

P
HFS 2429.33 ± 141.16

42.9
3227.25 ± 164.84

48.8 -25.9 <0.0001
LFS 1571.92 ± 128.32 1962.08 ± 237.42

K
HFS 24133.17 ± 1158.19

71.8
27348.75 ± 1696.60

64.0 -15.4 <0.0001
LFS 11376.42 ± 603.29 14082.17 ± 1860.62

Mg
HFS 821.67 ± 34.94

0.5
927.25 ± 78.73

-1.6 -13.1 <0.0001
LFS 817.92 ± 56.64 942.50 ± 95.25

Ca
HFS 2633.08 ± 87.27

-14.1
2584.00 ± 195.82

-9.0 4.6 0.0125
LFS 3034.00 ± 143.97 2827.67 ± 151.73

Na
HFS 1432.31 ± 226.71

-116.6
1222.06 ± 413.75

-127.1 2.5 --
LFS 5441.02 ± 763.56 5481.04 ± 870.61

B
HFS 10.31 ± 0.61

14.9
10.75 ± 0.80

22.7 -0.6 --
LFS 8.88 ± 1.33 8.56 ± 0.98

Zn
HFS 11.71 ± 0.97

-28.6
13.65 ± 1.30

-20.5 -10.7 0.0015
LFS 15.62 ± 1.73 16.76 ± 1.54

Mn
HFS 5.98 ± 0.45

2.0
5.27 ± 1.01

12.5 17.7 0.0002
LFS 5.87 ± 0.49 4.65 ± 0.47

Fe
HFS 14.50 ± 3.00

-3.4
19.00 ± 5.38

-11.2 -30.8 0.0002
LFS 15.00 ± 2.67 21.25 ± 3.62

Cu
HFS 4.68 ± 0.68

-36.8
5.42 ± 0.53

-39.1 -16.3 0.0003
LFS 6.78 ± 0.70 8.06 ± 1.11

Al
HFS 5.44 ± 2.25

-21.6
8.40 ± 4.54

-35.3 -50.3 0.0003
LFS 6.76 ± 1.53 12.00 ± 3.38

PA ratio 
(OH:DOH)

Total 
carotenoids

Chlorogenic 
acid

Total 
phenolics

Overall means for all treatments are presented for each variety; phytochemicals as g kg-1 and mineral as ug g-1.  The percent difference between 
sites for the same variety, as well as between varieties in the same site, and overall difference between carrot varieties are presented, along with the 
p-values for the variety factor of 3-way ANOVA analysis.
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However, Nantes had slightly more total carotenoids (5.8%), although only with marginal 

significance (P=0.0864).  

 

In year 2, the Imperator variety again had higher overall concentrations of FD than the Nantes 

variety (by 35.4%, P<0.0001), in both the HFS (by 44.1%) and LFS (by 26.7%), but there was 

no difference in the amount of FA between varieties (Table 7). Overall, the Imperator variety 

had 13.8% more total polyacetylenes than the Nantes variety (P<0.0001), but there was no 

significant effect of either agronomic treatment or management history on carrot polyacetylenes. 

However, the varieties differed in the response of FD synthesis to soil fertility status; Nantes 

synthesized more FD when grown in the low fertility (by 9.8%) whereas Imperator had higher 

FD when grown in the HFS (by 8.2%). Both varieties had higher total carotenoids when grown 

in the low fertility rather than high fertility soil (by 12.4% Nantes and 18% Imperator, 

P=0.0005), however the Nantes variety had significantly greater total carotenoids than Imperator 

(by 22.3%, P<0.0001). In both years, Imperator had higher concentrations of polyacetylenes, 

whereas Nantes had higher levels of carotenoids; agronomic treatments did not significantly 

impact the levels of these carrot phytochemicals in either year.  

 4.4.2.3  Correlations between soil and carrot composition  

We produced a correlation matrix to probe for possible interactions of carrot mineral 

accumulation and their relationship to polyacetylene biosynthesis (Table 8). There were no 

strong correlations (defined as ±0.75) involving either FA or total carotenoids, however there 

were many significant correlations with FD in carrots grown in the HFS in year 1. The strongest 

of these correlations with FD were for P (r=0.91), Zn (r=0.86), K (r=0.84) and Mg (r=0.82, all 
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P<0.0001). The remaining correlations with FD considered strong were for B (r=0.76), S and Cu 

(both r=0.75). In year 2, there were fewer strong correlations in the HFS, but P persisted as 

strongly correlated with FD (r=0.80, P<0.0001) and the same pattern emerged with FD as more 

strongly correlated with mineral accumulation than either FA or total carotenoids. However, in 

the LFS which had a P deficiency (Table 1), there was an absence of strong correlations with 

phytochemical accumulation including FD.  

 4.4.2.4  Phenolic compounds and antioxidant capacity of aqueous 
fraction  
 

Only year 2 carrots were evaluated for chlorogenic acid, total phenolic compounds and 

antioxidant capacity as measured by DPPH assay (Table 7). The most abundant polyphenol in 

carrot is chlorogenic acid. Overall, chlorogenic acid was 43.2% higher in the Imperator variety 

than the Nantes variety (P=0.0006). Both varieties had higher levels of chlorogenic acid when 

grown in the HFS than the LFS (by 41.6% for Nantes and 32.8% for Imperator, P=0.0031), but 

there was no effect of agronomic treatment. Total phenolic compounds were significantly 

greater in the Imperator over Nantes variety (by 13.9%, P=0.0170). There was no significant 

effect of agronomic treatment or management history. Antioxidant capacity was 24.0% greater 

in the Imperator over Nantes variety (P=0.0094), but there was no significant effect of 

agronomic treatment for either variety in either site. Overall, Imperator had more chlorogenic 

acid, total phenolic compounds and antioxidant capacity and only chlorogenic acid was 

significantly affected by the fertility status of the soil.  
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Table 8: Correlation matrix of carrot phytochemicals and mineral accumulation. 

  

Table VIII: Correlation matrix of carrot phytochemicals and mineral accumulation

Year 1 HFS FaOH FaDOH Total PA PA ratio N S P K Mg Ca Na B Zn Mn Fe Cu Al

FaOH

FaDOH 0.50

Total PA 0.67 0.96

PA ratio 0.17 -0.76 -0.58

Total carotenoids 0.19 -0.14 -0.08 0.32

N 0.03 0.11 0.12 -0.13 -0.21

S 0.40 0.75 0.73 -0.54 -0.23 0.12

P 0.37 0.91 0.86 -0.77 -0.30 0.17 0.89

K 0.36 0.84 0.79 -0.72 -0.39 0.20 0.79 0.93

Mg 0.40 0.82 0.79 -0.62 -0.27 0.16 0.83 0.89 0.89

Ca 0.17 0.59 0.55 -0.54 -0.30 0.22 0.64 0.68 0.74 0.68

Na 0.22 -0.30 -0.17 0.58 0.35 0.17 -0.15 -0.39 -0.47 -0.24 -0.14

B 0.39 0.76 0.73 -0.58 -0.27 0.08 0.78 0.81 0.79 0.77 0.65 -0.11

Zn 0.39 0.86 0.81 -0.71 -0.24 0.20 0.90 0.93 0.83 0.84 0.60 -0.26 0.78

Mn 0.05 -0.41 -0.36 0.46 0.26 -0.17 -0.13 -0.36 -0.32 -0.22 -0.05 0.36 -0.22 -0.30

Fe -0.28 0.23 0.10 -0.46 -0.04 0.07 0.24 0.23 0.16 0.23 0.38 -0.07 0.25 0.30 -0.13

Cu 0.41 0.75 0.71 -0.60 -0.26 0.40 0.76 0.81 0.73 0.74 0.53 -0.17 0.72 0.82 -0.19 0.30

Al 0.27 0.32 0.35 -0.16 0.10 -0.03 0.23 0.24 0.15 0.26 0.19 -0.04 0.17 0.27 -0.25 0.29 0.16

Year 2 HFS FaOH FaDOH T PA PA ratio N S P K Mg Ca Na B Zn Mn Fe Cu Al

FaOH

FaDOH -0.01

T PA 0.56 0.82

PA ratio -0.01 0.92 0.75

carotenoids 0.24 -0.68 -0.42 -0.68

%N 0.07 0.50 0.45 0.35 -0.09

S 0.03 -0.09 -0.06 -0.21 0.41 0.47

P 0.03 0.80 0.68 0.66 -0.61 0.61 0.15

K 0.05 0.56 0.49 0.42 -0.45 0.48 0.40 0.80

Mg 0.09 0.51 0.47 0.33 -0.30 0.47 0.50 0.65 0.82

Ca 0.02 -0.25 -0.19 -0.31 0.37 0.43 0.60 0.05 0.22 0.07

Na 0.00 -0.44 -0.36 -0.41 0.46 0.24 0.29 -0.15 -0.24 -0.23 0.48

B 0.02 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.08 0.22 0.39 0.35 0.28 0.04 0.58 0.38

Zn 0.07 0.62 0.56 0.47 -0.33 0.45 0.37 0.69 0.68 0.78 0.00 -0.22 0.21

Mn -0.14 -0.18 -0.23 -0.13 0.20 -0.28 0.05 -0.28 -0.17 -0.17 -0.16 -0.24 -0.09 -0.19

Fe -0.28 0.34 0.12 0.18 -0.23 0.58 0.65 0.57 0.64 0.66 0.48 0.15 0.35 0.46 -0.16

Cu -0.13 0.48 0.32 0.35 -0.27 0.63 0.56 0.52 0.56 0.49 0.22 -0.09 0.29 0.56 -0.28 0.64

Al -0.32 0.23 0.00 0.12 -0.20 0.56 0.65 0.48 0.57 0.56 0.53 0.25 0.39 0.38 -0.19 0.95 0.62

Year 2 LFS FaOH FaDOH T PA PA ratio N S P K Mg Ca Na B Zn Mn Fe Cu Al

FaOH

FaDOH -0.01

T PA 0.52 0.85

PA ratio -0.02 0.94 0.79

carotenoids -0.36 -0.06 -0.24 -0.13

%N 0.13 0.19 0.23 0.11 0.25

S -0.48 0.03 -0.23 -0.07 0.35 0.23

P -0.06 0.27 0.20 0.31 -0.28 0.18 0.04

K -0.07 0.21 0.14 0.18 -0.25 -0.01 0.03 0.86

Mg -0.21 0.54 0.36 0.54 -0.17 0.34 0.50 0.56 0.43

Ca -0.22 -0.05 -0.16 -0.13 0.59 0.26 0.25 0.27 0.32 0.09

Na -0.07 0.08 0.03 0.11 0.22 0.39 0.34 -0.25 -0.43 0.37 -0.01

B -0.19 -0.01 -0.11 -0.06 -0.11 -0.04 0.69 -0.11 -0.20 0.32 -0.30 0.25

Zn -0.18 0.27 0.14 0.30 -0.01 0.53 0.56 0.30 0.27 0.72 0.09 0.45 0.36

Mn -0.08 -0.45 -0.42 -0.44 0.44 0.08 0.18 -0.18 -0.19 -0.35 0.61 -0.11 0.02 -0.17

Fe -0.05 0.33 0.26 0.43 -0.33 0.04 -0.09 0.77 0.60 0.63 0.06 0.01 -0.05 0.24 -0.30

Cu 0.03 0.54 0.48 0.56 -0.06 0.57 0.12 0.33 0.22 0.77 0.02 0.54 -0.05 0.68 -0.45 0.48

Al 0.03 0.38 0.34 0.51 -0.39 -0.06 -0.24 0.69 0.52 0.54 -0.09 -0.09 -0.13 0.14 -0.41 0.94 0.44

All data are represented as Pearson coefficients of correlation.  All indicated strong correlations (>0.75 and <0.75) have a p<0.0001.

Total 
carotenoids

Total 
carotenoids

Total 
carotenoids
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 4.4.3  Sensory analysis  

Sensory analysis was performed on a subset of carrots including both varieties from the HFS in 

year 2 only. A total of 4 carrot samples from the Synthetic and Optimized treatments of both 

varieties from the HFS were independently evaluated on a 9-point hedonic scale by 92 

participants recruited from the student and faculty population of the University of Guelph (Table 

9). There was a significant difference in mean rank results for sweetness (P=0.0152), where 

pairwise comparisons revealed that Optimized Nantes ranked significantly higher (p=0.0224), 

and Synthetic Nantes was ranked marginally higher than Synthetic Imperator (p=0.0751). There 

was also a significant difference in mean rank results for overall liking (P=0.0080), where 

pairwise comparisons showed that Synthetic Nantes was ranked significantly higher (p=0.0137), 

and Optimized Nantes was ranked marginally higher (p=0.0621) than Synthetic Imperator. 

Texture liking was only marginally significant (P=0.0507) with Optimized Nantes ranked 

marginally higher than Optimized Imperator (p=0.0792). There was no significant difference in 

ranking for flavour, intensity or aftertaste. If results are pooled by variety, Nantes clearly ranks 

higher for all parameters except texture and aftertaste where no significant difference was found. 

When pooled by agronomic treatment no differences were found for any parameter, indicating 

that overall the Nantes variety was preferred over the Imperator variety, regardless of agronomic 

treatment. Additionally, for flavour attributes with a significant difference in mean rank, the 

optimized organic treatment was preferred over the synthetic treatment for both varieties.  
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Table 9: Mean rank of the likability of flavour traits from a consumer panel of selected 
carrots grown in year 2. 

 

 4.5  Discussion 

The aim of the study was to investigate the effects of variety, soil fertility status, and agronomic 

treatments on yield and quality traits of carrot composition and sensory factors. Additionally, we 

intended to identify factors effecting polyacetylene accumulation in carrots, due to the growing 

interest in their health effects96,149,162,212 and paucity of agronomic information on their 

bioaccumulation in carrots134,213.   

 

In both years, the Nantes variety produced higher overall total and marketable yields than 

Imperator, regardless of the fertility status of the soil, suggesting Nantes may be the more 

profitable variety in terms of productivity, however Imperator varieties are more commonly 

grown. In year 2, the Synthetic treatment had the highest yields for both varieties in the LFS, but 

the lowest marketable yields in both sites. This is similar to other observations in the literature 

regarding a possible yield trade-off for carrot between total and marketable yields with excess 

mineral N fertilization189,190.  Considering the LFS had low and deficient levels of soil nutrients, 

Sensory_2

Page 1

Table IX: Mean rank of the likability of flavour traits from a consumer panel of selected carrots grown in year 2

Nantes Imperator K-W Nantes Imperator M-W

Mean rank Synthetic Optimized Synthetic Optimized P-value Pooled P-value

Flavour 6.670 6.473 6.143 6.352 -- 6.571 6.247 0.0353

Sweetness 6.165 0.0152 6.288 5.801 0.0029

Intensity 4.143 4.154 4.220 4.165 -- 4.148 4.192 --

Texture 6.707 6.467 0.0507 6.821 6.446 0.0166

Overall 6.286 0.0080 6.687 6.17 0.0012

Aftertaste 5.833 5.692 5.462 5.500 -- 5.765 5.481 --

6.451 b 6.538 a 5.879 a,b

6.935 b 6.424 b

6.791 a 6.582 b 6.055 a,b

Mean rank results of consumer liking of flavour traits for selected treatments from the garden plot of year 2 carrots (2016 only).  Traits were 
ranked on a 9 point hedonic scale: 1) dislike extremely, 2) dislike very much, 3) dislike moderately, 4) dislike slightly, 5) neither dislike nor 
like, 6) like slightly, 7) like moderately, 8) like very much, 9) like extremely, with the exception of flavour intensity which was ranked on a 7-
point scale: 1) very mild, 2) mild, 3) somewhat mild, 4) neutral, 5) somewhat strong, 6) strong, 7) very strong.  P-values resulting from 
Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric analysis of variance are listed directly, and are italicized if marginally significant (p<0.1).  Significantly 
different group means in the same row (Dunn’s method) are indicated by a) p<0.05 and b) if marginally significant (p<0.10).  The difference 
between varieties was further analyzed by pooling the treatments using a two-tailed Mann-Whitney t-test.
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it was somewhat surprising that the total yields for both varieties were double those in the HFS 

(54.6% when total yield for both varieties are combined). This was likely due to the growth 

stimulating activity of the soil biology that developed under the long- term forage crop in the 

LFS214-217.  The CO2 release estimating the level of biological activity was 42.0% higher in the 

LFS than the HFS. We speculate that the increased biological activity in the LFS was able to 

overcome the poorer nutrient status in terms of yield.  

 

In terms of the nutritional or health promoting carrot constituents, the Imperator variety was 

superior to Nantes. In both years and soil types, the Imperator variety accumulated significantly 

more minerals than the Nantes variety; only Mn was consistently higher in Nantes, however 

there are few studies in the literature evaluating mineral uptake in carrot to compare. 

Contrasting high and low fertility soils, we observed that whether the agronomic treatments 

employed effected mineral accumulation in carrots depended on which soil the carrots were 

grown. Only carrots grown in the LFS were modulated by agronomic treatments generally. 

Similarly, bioactive phytochemicals were significantly higher in Imperator. Chlorogenic acid, 

the most abundant polyphenol in carrots183,217, total phenolic compounds and antioxidant 

capacity were all significantly lower in the Nantes variety than Imperator, which is consistent 

with the literature218.  Only chlorogenic acid was significantly affected by the fertility status of 

the soil, with higher levels produced by carrots grown in the HFS. Total polyacetylenes were 

more abundant in the Imperator variety than the Nantes variety which is consistent with 

literature values219-221.  FD was substantially more abundant in Imperator (by 78.2% in year 1 

and 35.4% in year 2), but FA was only significantly higher in year 1; the difference between 

varieties disappeared in year 2. Only carotenoids were higher in the Nantes variety in both 
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years. Fertility status of the soil did not have an effect on phytochemical or antioxidant status 

except carotenoids which were higher in the LFS. Similarly, Moscatello et al. (1996) found 

24.6% more carotenoids grown in an organically managed soil that also had 107.3% more 

microbial biomass than in a closely matched conventional plot192.  In the HFS, soil amendments 

had little impact on carrot quality or yield, which suggests that a no input strategy could be a 

successful and economical strategy for carrot production in a well managed soil. Despite the 

nutritional superiority of the Imperator variety, panelists preferred the Nantes variety in our 

analysis of consumer liking of carrot flavour attributes. This despite the significantly higher Brix 

in the Imperator variety, which is an estimate of sugar content.  

 

Unlike polyphenols which are widely available in most food crops, polyacetylenes are produced 

primarily in plant species used medicinally, such as ginseng and other plants in the Araliaceae 

family138,142,149,222.  Polyacetylenes are only produced in food crops from the Apiaceae family 

including parsnip, fennel, carrot, celery and various herbs (parsley, dill, lovage). Carrot is the 

most widely consumed of these crops, therefore it was of particular interest to identify factors 

that may affect polyacetylene accumulation in carrots. While we did not identify agronomic 

treatments for this benefit, we did make some observations that may be useful in further 

exploring this topic. We looked at the correlation of mineral accumulation in carrot with 

polyacetylene and carotenoid biosynthesis and only found a correlation with FD. In the HFS, in 

both years the most strongly correlated element with FD was P (r=0.91 in year 1 and r=0.80 in 

year 2). In year 1, several minerals were correlated to FD, but in year 2 only P had a correlation 

greater than 0.75. This is particularly interesting because it correlates to a similar analysis by 

Kjellenberg et al. (2016) that found that levels of FD, but not FA, were correlated primarily with 
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levels of soil P223.  The greatest magnitude of difference between the 2 cultivation sites in our 

study was soil P (70.3 µg cm-3 in the HFS and 5.77 µg cm-3 in the LFS), which was deficient in 

the LFS. Since carrot P accumulation is related to soil P availability, this suggests that P status 

may be one avenue to explore modulating polyacetylene content in carrots, specifically FD.  

 

Overall, carrot may not be the ideal test species to explore the effect of agricultural production 

systems on nutritional quality. Carrot composition is very stable within a given variety and not 

strongly effected by agronomic treatments, both in the current study and in the literature. 

However, an analysis of P status in different soil types common to carrot production (sand, 

muck, mineral) on polyacetylene and FD biosynthesis may be a fruitful future direction, 

particularly in a controlled greenhouse study to avoid confounding environmental factors. A 

better approach for evaluating the effect of agricultural production systems on nutritional quality 

may be to focus on N application rate, N type, and soil ecology (soil microbial biomass, activity, 

and related factors) in a high polyphenol crop, given the emerging relationship between N and 

polyphenols in particular. Additionally, strategies borrowed from biomedical research (healthy 

model, no effect – only disease model shows effect) could be useful for better elucidating the 

dynamics of production system on nutritional composition by comparing dynamics in optimal 

and suboptimal soils.  
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Table 10: Complete Year 1 carrot composition 

 

  

Table X: Compete year 1 carrot composition

Component Variety Control Synthetic H Synthetic L Compost Compost tea Micronutrients Optimized Overall

FaOH
Nantes 152.03 164.96 177.26 167.41 144.87 185.34 194.24 169.45

Imperator 202.50 183.57 220.82 216.37 237.28 151.31 205.12 202.42

FaDOH
Nantes 212.23 212.81 210.96 236.99 213.74 218.10 221.17 218.00

Imperator 479.54 456.70 532.79 554.60 522.27 447.95 491.30 497.88

Total PA
Nantes 364.26 377.77 388.23 404.41 358.62 403.45 415.42 387.45

Imperator 682.04 640.27 753.61 770.98 759.55 599.26 696.42 700.30

PA ratio 
Nantes 1.41 1.32 1.21 1.48 1.53 1.33 1.19 1.35

Imperator 2.36 2.48 2.45 2.56 2.25 2.95 2.41 2.49

Nantes 447.90 461.99 508.18 454.97 441.86 453.88 463.21 461.71

Imperator 423.13 449.17 448.72 406.94 447.58 436.88 436.79 435.60

N
Nantes 1.19 1.27 1.13 1.16 1.27 1.22 1.19 1.20

Imperator 1.28 1.23 1.20 1.15 1.36 1.22 1.31 1.25

S
Nantes 95.75 103.25 98.50 106.75 104.50 108.75 110.50 104.00

Imperator 127.67 132.67 124.00 129.33 119.67 120.33 131.33 126.43

P
Nantes 209.75 229.50 231.00 242.00 227.75 239.00 229.75 229.82

Imperator 343.67 354.33 348.33 366.33 334.00 323.33 365.33 347.90

K
Nantes 3174.25 3325.25 3197.75 3380.25 3295.50 3329.25 3309.50 3287.39

Imperator 4205.67 4327.33 4199.00 4428.67 4132.33 4110.33 4078.00 4211.62

Mg
Nantes 100.00 102.25 91.50 100.50 96.25 100.25 95.50 98.04

Imperator 128.33 127.00 120.67 128.00 114.67 115.67 119.00 121.90

Ca
Nantes 380.50 382.00 385.00 391.25 392.25 396.50 396.50 389.14

Imperator 415.00 423.33 407.33 429.33 410.33 407.00 408.33 414.38

Na
Nantes 127.14 137.43 123.68 116.39 137.64 163.55 140.44 135.18

Imperator 114.07 104.97 98.77 104.58 115.36 103.76 134.36 110.84

B
Nantes 1.17 1.25 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.37 1.27 1.25

Imperator 1.50 1.44 1.41 1.58 1.45 1.37 1.57 1.47

Zn
Nantes 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.72 0.70 0.78 0.70 0.70

Imperator 1.16 1.20 1.04 1.15 1.12 1.05 1.31 1.15

Mn
Nantes 0.52 0.55 0.52 0.58 0.55 0.57 0.62 0.56

Imperator 0.50 0.51 0.45 0.49 0.47 0.50 0.52 0.49

Fe
Nantes 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.50 2.00 2.00 2.07

Imperator 2.33 2.33 2.00 2.33 2.00 2.00 2.33 2.19

Cu
Nantes 0.40 0.49 0.43 0.47 0.49 0.49 0.47 0.46

Imperator 0.72 0.65 0.63 0.64 0.67 0.54 0.75 0.66

Al
Nantes 0.36 0.28 0.46 0.51 0.31 0.63 0.25 0.40

Imperator 1.05 0.66 0.59 0.70 0.69 0.16 0.23 0.58

Total 
carotenoids
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Complete Year 2 carrot composition 

 
  

Y2 carrot content_means only

Page 5

Table XI: Complete year 2 carrot composition

Nantes Imperator Nantes Imperator

Component Control Synthetic Compost Optimized Control Synthetic Compost Optimized Overall Overall 

FaOH
HFS 305.47 282.41 341.78 304.29 300.07 298.33 320.75 300.64 308.49 304.95

LFS 305.42 281.84 286.18 290.04 301.64 313.27 295.58 288.98 290.87 299.87

FaDOH
HFS 152.44 143.55 116.50 147.96 191.89 232.42 222.37 230.67 140.11 219.34

LFS 172.35 165.96 141.82 138.12 234.11 193.28 158.24 222.84 154.56 202.12

Total PA
HFS 457.91 425.96 458.28 452.25 491.96 530.74 543.12 531.31 448.60 524.28

LFS 477.77 447.80 428.00 428.16 535.75 506.55 453.82 511.83 445.43 501.99

PA ratio
HFS 2.01 1.97 3.26 2.06 1.70 1.29 1.45 1.30 2.32 1.43

LFS 1.78 1.71 2.16 2.19 1.29 1.91 2.00 1.30 1.96 1.63

HFS 479.97 432.41 541.44 417.63 382.03 380.65 368.34 320.74 467.86 362.94

LFS 560.57 549.96 528.20 480.84 427.31 440.10 411.81 459.55 529.89 434.69

HFS 618.96 633.84 401.81 433.95 671.55 772.42 798.02 878.10 522.14 780.02

LFS 356.79 365.88 328.22 318.47 678.88 469.29 308.93 783.34 342.34 560.11

HFS 217.97 213.41 189.66 184.88 204.25 245.48 239.15 241.79 201.48 232.67

LFS 207.49 209.21 170.68 174.04 243.88 216.50 191.04 223.70 190.36 218.78

DPPH
HFS 12.67 12.97 10.77 9.81 12.03 15.43 14.50 15.24 11.56 14.30

LFS 10.40 11.37 10.19 10.61 15.74 12.17 10.08 17.85 10.64 13.96

N
HFS 1.27 1.35 1.31 1.17 1.33 1.55 1.37 1.39 1.28 1.41

LFS 1.37 1.17 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.36 1.25 1.34 1.25 1.30

S 
HFS 1069.00 1045.33 1110.67 1018.67 1027.00 1045.00 1032.67 1120.00 1060.92 1056.17

LFS 1182.33 1231.67 1195.00 1397.67 1143.00 1081.00 1075.67 1418.67 1251.67 1179.58

P
HFS 2511.33 2428.33 2494.67 2283.00 3058.67 3282.33 3246.00 3322.00 2429.33 3227.25

LFS 1366.67 1853.33 1510.67 1557.00 1571.67 2340.00 1875.67 2061.00 1571.92 1962.08

K
HFS 23791.67 23805.00 25179.33 23756.67 27061.67 26719.33 26307.33 29306.67 24133.17 27348.75

LFS 10211.33 15076.00 9582.67 10635.67 12474.00 16439.00 12525.67 14890.00 11376.42 14082.17

Mg
HFS 790.67 794.33 852.33 849.33 895.00 922.67 854.33 1037.00 821.67 927.25

LFS 771.33 857.00 759.33 884.00 934.00 919.33 892.67 1024.00 817.92 942.50

Ca
HFS 2736.67 2620.00 2732.00 2443.67 2616.33 2609.33 2530.67 2579.67 2633.08 2584.00

LFS 3040.67 3343.67 2865.33 2886.33 2694.67 3027.33 2779.33 2809.33 3034.00 2827.67

Na
HFS 1504.40 1317.43 1588.47 1318.93 1269.01 1528.53 1342.69 748.00 1432.31 1222.06

LFS 5440.13 5013.43 5871.27 5439.23 5493.67 4626.00 5956.17 5848.33 5441.02 5481.04

B
HFS 11.11 9.85 10.67 9.62 11.31 9.95 11.54 10.21 10.31 10.75

LFS 7.96 7.04 9.37 11.15 8.84 6.56 7.33 11.49 8.88 8.56

Zn
HFS 11.64 10.73 12.28 12.18 12.84 12.86 13.41 15.47 11.71 13.65

LFS 15.80 15.30 14.86 16.52 17.02 15.58 16.23 18.22 15.62 16.76

Mn
HFS 5.95 6.50 5.66 5.81 4.79 4.96 5.99 5.34 5.98 5.27

LFS 5.60 6.08 5.76 6.02 4.49 5.02 4.80 4.29 5.87 4.65

Fe
HFS 14.00 15.33 14.33 14.33 17.67 19.67 17.00 21.67 14.50 19.00

LFS 12.67 17.00 16.00 14.33 18.33 24.33 21.33 21.00 15.00 21.25

Cu
HFS 4.85 4.72 4.50 4.64 5.21 5.21 5.32 5.95 4.68 5.42

LFS 7.08 6.87 6.58 6.61 8.44 7.88 7.84 8.10 6.78 8.06

Al
HFS 4.56 6.82 5.18 5.21 7.48 8.44 7.69 10.00 5.44 8.40

LFS 5.87 7.73 6.77 6.68 10.20 14.04 12.63 11.15 6.76 12.00

Management 
history 

Total 
carotenoids

Chlorogenic 
acid

Total 
phenolics
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CHAPTER 5: Falcarinol is a potent inducer of heme 
oxygenase-1 and more effective than sulforaphane in 
attenuating intestinal inflammation at diet-achievable 
doses  
 

 5.1  Abstract 

Nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) is a transcription factor that regulates the 

expression of a battery of anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory and cytoprotective enzymes including 

heme oxygenase-1 (Hmox1, Ho-1) and NADPH:quinone oxidoreductase-1 (Nqo-1).  The 

isothiocyanate sulforaphane (SF) is widely understood to be the most effective natural activator 

of the Nrf2 pathway.  Falcarinol (FA) is a lesser studied natural compound abundant in 

medicinal plants as well as dietary plants from the Apiaceae family such as carrot.  We 

evaluated the protective effects of FA and SF (5 mg/kg twice per day in CB57Bl/6 mice) 

pretreatment for one week against acute intestinal and systemic inflammation. The 

phytochemical pretreatment effectively reduced the magnitude of intestinal pro-inflammatory 

gene expression (IL-6, Tnfα/Tnfαr, Infγ, STAT3, IL-10/IL-10r) with FA showing more potency 

than SF.  FA was also more effective in upregulating Ho-1 at mRNA and protein levels in both 

mouse liver and intestine.  FA but not SF attenuated plasma chemokine eotaxin and white blood 

cell growth factor GM-CSF, which are involved in the recruitment and stabilization of first-

responder immune cells.  Phytochemicals generally did not attenuate plasma pro-inflammatory 

cytokines.  Plasma and intestinal lipid peroxidation was also not significantly changed 4h after 

LPS injection, however FA did reduce basal lipid peroxidation in the mesentery.  Both 

phytochemical pretreatments protected against LPS-induced reduction in intestinal barrier 

integrity, but FA additionally reduced inflammatory cell infiltration even below negative control. 
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 5.2   Introduction 

The gastrointestinal (GI) tract is the largest interface between the body and the environment, 

followed by the lung and the integument, with ratios of estimated surface area approximately 

150:50:1.  The small intestine is the majority component of the GI tract, its surface composed of 

a single monolayer of intestinal epithelial cells which secrete a glycocalyx matrix and a layer of 

mucous.  This delicate barrier performs the diametric roles of digestion and absorption of 

nutrients, and protection against pathogenic microorganisms and innumerable xenobiotic 

compounds from the environment224.  In addition, the small intestine is the organ of first pass 

detoxification28 and provides the milieu for a large proportion of the immune system224,225.  

Likely due to this challenging physiological role, small intestinal epithelial cells have among the 

highest turnover rates and are replaced every 2-6 days226.  It is recognized that chronic and 

degenerative disease is rooted in early deviations from normal homeostasis that underpin the 

development of a wide variety of disparate disease pathologies.  For example, unresolved 

inflammation contributes to cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, metabolic syndrome, 

neurodegenerative disease to name only a few.  Intestinal barrier integrity is a lesser appreciated 

early deviation from homeostasis that contributes to many intestinal disease (IBD, IBS, celiac 

disease to name a few227-229), but also many other widely divergent pathologies.  Barrier 

integrity has been implicated in autoimmune diseases, food allergies, obesity, endotoxemia and 

chronic inflammation227,230,231. In fact, intestinal barrier function is very sensitive to seemingly 

unrelated traumas such as burn injury232-234, hemorrhagic shock235,236 and even intense 

exercise237-241. 
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Intraperitoneal lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is absorbed in the tissues of the peritoneal space, 

making its way into systemic circulation, where it is rapidly cleared from the bloodstream 

(minutes to hours242,243) and slowly (over days244,245) excreted from the organism in bile through 

liver metabolism, in the urine through kidney filtration, but also through the shedding of 

epithelial cells at the villus tip in the small intestine.  The liver clears two thirds of circulating 

LPS via sinusoidal endothelial cells and Kuppfer cells243, which is then secreted into the 

intestine via the bile246; in the lumenal environment of the intestine, there is a high tolerance for 

LPS due to the constant interaction with gram negative bacteria in the microbiome247,248and it 

does not trigger inflammation249,250.  LPS is ultimately excreted in feces251,252.  Some LPS loses 

occur via urinary excretion252. But another route of excretion is via the small intestine, where 

LPS appears first in the crypts, and then concentrates in the small intestinal epithelial cells of the 

villus tips253,254, which are ultimately shed contributing another pool of LPS to fecal excretion.  

Intraperitoneal LPS causes shedding of small intestinal epithelial cells in a Tnf receptor-(Tnfr)-

dependent manner within 1.5 hours at doses as low as 0.125 mg/kg249.  The rapid manifestation 

of epithelial shedding, preceded by the crypt appearance of LPS, suggests transmigration of 

intraperitoneal LPS across the visceral peritoneum and not only derived from circulation.  The 

amelioration of splenic injury from the introduction of normal mesenteric lymph into LPS-

treated mice indicates a role for mesenteric fluids in systemic inflammation255.  Intestinal 

clearance of LPS causes intestinal permeability, oxidative stress, intestinal mitochondrial 

damage and increases lipid peroxidation256. 
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Figure 5: Effects of LPS. 1) LPS binding to the toll-like receptor-4 (TLR4) receptor initiates 
singling to disrupt the inhibitor protein IKK association with pro inflammation transcription 
factor NFκB.  2) Free NFκB translocates to the nucleus to increase the transcription of pro 
inflammatory cytokines Tnfα, IL-6, IL-1β etc.  3) LPS causes plasma membrane disruption in 
red blood cells releasing free heme.  4) Ho-1 breaks down free heme to equimolar amounts of 
CO, Fe, and biliverdin which is enzymatically converted to bilirubin, forming a redox couple. 
 
As shown in Figure 5, LPS initiates inflammation through toll-like receptor (TLR4) signalling 

that activates NFκB-mediated cytokine production including Tnfα, IL-6 and IL-1β257.  Keap1 is 

a redox sensing cytosolic inhibitor protein for the transcription factor Nrf2 that upregulates the 

expression a battery of anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory and DNA repair genes including heme 

oxygenase-1 (Ho1) 41,258.  In response to increasing intracellular oxidation status or the binding 

of other electrophiles, the conformation of Keap1 is altered, releasing Nrf2 to translocate to the 

nucleus, binding the anti-oxidant response element (ARE) in the promoter regions of target 
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genes (Figure 6) 60.  Priming the Keap1-Nrf2-ARE pathway with dietary electrophilic 

phytochemicals increases the threshold to initiation of inflammation and delays the activation of 

proinflammatory transcription factor NfκB259-261.  The inhibitory role of Nrf2 has also been 

demonstrated in macrophages where it can bind ARE-independent DNA sequences in the 

promoter region of IL-6 and IL-1β, suppressing their transcription262.  Additionally, LPS can 

physically disrupt red blood cell membranes releasing free heme with pro-oxidant potential263.  

In its enzyme role, inducible heme oxygenase 1 (Ho1) degrades free heme to equimolar amounts 

of carbon monoxide (CO), free iron and biliverdin.  Biliverdin is enzymatically converted to 

bilirubin which form an antioxidant redox couple, while CO is independently anti-

inflammatory264.  Upregulating Ho1 is protective against intestinal inflammation and loss of 

barrier integrity265-267, maintains alternatively activated/M2 macrophage polarization268-270, 

shifting the polarization of intestinal T cells towards a regulatory phenotype271-273. 
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Figure 6: Effects of dietary electrophilic compounds on redox sensor Keap1. 1) Redox sensing 
protein Keap1 is activated by intracellular oxidative stress or other electrophilic compounds, 
changing its conformation.  2) Keap1 releases transcription factor Nrf2 to translocate to the 
nucleus and upregulate the expression of a battery of anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory and cell 
protective genes including heme oxygenase-1 (Ho-1). 
 
Polyacetylenes are bioactive bisacetylenic phyto-oxylipins abundant in medicinal plants such as 

Notopterygium incisum (Qiang Huo) 149, Angelica sinensis (Dong Quai)137,138 and ginseng135, 

but also in agricultural crops from the Apiaceae family146, the most widely consumed of which 

is carrot134,274.  Falcarinol (FA) and falcarindiol (FD) are the most abundant carrot-derived 

polyacetylenes and have a demonstrated anti-inflammatory effect134,159,275, in part by the 

suppression of NFκB141.  FD has been shown to activate Nrf2 by S-alkylation of its inhibitor 

protein Keap152.  FD pretreatment upregulated the antioxidant enzymes NADPH:quinone 
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oxidoreductase (Nqo1) and glutathione-S-transferase (GST), protecting against a later oxidative 

challenge in both normal liver cells96 and an in vivo mouse model examining the activity of 

these enzymes in the liver, small intestine, kidney and lung, in part by reducing lipid 

peroxidation97.  Ginseng-derived panaxynol, structurally identical to carrot-derived falcarinol, is 

an anti-inflammatory compound and potent activator of cardiac Nrf2135.  In humans, panaxynol 

reduces oxidative stress-induced plasma lipid peroxidation276.  We set out to evaluate for the 

first time the protective effect of diet-achievable levels of FA against intestinal inflammation in 

comparison to sulforaphane (SF) – widely recognized as the most potent natural compound 

activator of Nrf2/ARE pathway. 

 5.3  Methods 

 5.3.1  Animal treatment 

Three-month old male CB57BL/6 mice (Charles River, St. Constant, QC, Canada) were 

individually housed in a temperature-controlled room on a reverse (12:12) light–dark cycle, fed 

a standard chow diet (Harlan Teklad, Mississauga, ON, Canada), with access to water ad 

libitum.  Phytochemicals were prepared in 100% ethanol immediately before individual doses 

were prepared in peanut butter and allowed to evaporate overnight, refrigerated in a light proof 

container.  Twice per day for 7 days, 4 groups of mice received peanut butter (166 mg ±0.01) 

with 5 mg/kg FA (CAS# 21852-80-2, Quality Phytochemicals LLC, East Brunswick, NJ, USA) 

(FA group), 5 mg/kg SF (CAS# 142825-10-3, Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbour, MI, USA) (SF 

group), or ethanol vehicle for the two control groups: a negative control (NC group) was saline-

treated and a positive control (PC group) that was lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-treated.  Chemical 

structure of FA and SF are shown in Figure 7.  To elicit an immune response, the FA, SF and PC 
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groups of fasted animals (n=3 per group) received an intraperitoneal injection of 5 mg/kg LPS 

on the eighth day and were sacrificed after 4 hours  – a time point chosen for maximal intestinal 

inflammatory response277,278.  Plasma was collected by cardiac puncture, and tissues were 

removed and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen.  All of the procedures conducted were approved by 

the University of Guelph Animal Care Committee and were in accordance with guidelines of the 

Canadian Council on Animal Care. 

 

Figure 7: Structure of carrot-derived falcarinol and R-sulforaphane. 

 

 5.3.2  Histological analysis 

Upper duodenal sections were flushed with saline and fixed in phosphate buffered 10% formalin 

solution for 24 hours. Parraffin blocks were embedded, and 5 µm sections in longitudinal 

orientation were slide-mounted, and haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was performed by 

the Animal Health Laboratory at the University of Guelph. Histomorphological evaluation of 

H&E-stained slides were scored by a professional veterinary pathologist (Animal Health 

Laboratory-Kempville) in a blinded fashion using the methods outlined by Erben et al. (2014) 

Falcarinol R-Sulforaphane
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279. Slides were evaluated for inflammatory cell infiltrate score (as per Table 8, Erben et al.) and 

number of mitotic cells were counted in 10 contiguous 400x fields279.  

 5.3.3  Plasma cytokines 

Plasma cytokines were measured using a magnetic bead-based sandwich immunoassay 

according to manufacturer’s instructions (Bio-Plex ProTM Mouse Cytokine 23-plex Assay, Bio-

Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario). Antibody-coupled beads were incubated with plasma 

samples (1:3 dilution) in duplicate and incubated with biotinylated detection antibody to create a 

sandwich complex. Samples were subsequently incubated with streptavidin-phycoerythrin 

conjugate to serve as a fluorescent reporter. Beads were washed and bound molecules were 

detected using a Bio-Plex 200 System (Bio- Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario).  

 5.3.4  PCR 

mRNA was extracted from tissues using TRIzol according to manufacturer’s instructions 

(ThermoFisher Scientific). mRNA concentration was evaluated by measuring absorbance using 

a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Nanodrop 2000, Thermo Fisher Scientific). For each sample, 1 

ug of mRNA was incubated with DNase to remove genomic DNA and used for subsequent 

cDNA synthesis according to manufacturer instructions (iScript gDNA Clear cDNA synthesis 

kit, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario). Resulting cDNA was amplified by real time 

RT-PCR (CFX Connect, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario) with select primers using 

PCR reagents according to manufacturer’s instructions (Ssoo Advanced Universal SYBR Green 

Supermix, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario). For each tissue, the geometric mean of 

3 reference genes (Rps29, 18s and Tbp) were used to calculate the delta Ct for each gene of 

interest.  
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 5.3.5  Immunoblotting 

Tissue samples were homogenized in cell lysis buffer (liver) or RIPA buffer (intestine) and 

centrifuged at 15,000 g for 10 minutes at 4o C. Lysate supernatant was collected and protein was 

quantified by bicinchoninic acid protein assay (Pierce ThermoFisher Scientific) and measured 

with a plate reader (Molecular Devices, San Jose, USA). Protein concentration was standardized 

and samples separated in a 10% gel and transferred to PVDF membrane with a semi-dry 

electrophoretic transfer system (Bio- Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario). Membranes were 

incubated overnight with a 1:1000 dilution of primary antibody (Ho-1 and Nqo-1, Abcam, 

Toronto, Canada), followed by a 1:3000 dilution of horseradish peroxidase-link secondary anti-

mouse antibody (Cell Signaling Technology, Whitby, Canada). Blots were visualized with 

electrochemiluminescence reagent (Clarity Max, Bio- Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario) 

and images captured with either FluorChem HD2 System (Cell Biosciences, San Jose, USA) or 

Gel Logic 6000 Pro (Carestream, Rochester, USA). Membranes were quantified using Image 

StudioTM Lite software (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, USA) and normalized to either β-tubulin 

(liver) or total protein (intestine).  

 5.3.6  Lipid peroxidation 

Tissues were homogenized with 10 volumes of RIPA buffer containing protease and 

phosphatase inhibitors (Sigma-Aldrich P2714 and P5726, respectively) and centrifuged at 1,600 

g for 10 minutes at 4 °C. The supernatant was used undiluted in the TBARS assay (Cayman 

Chemical, Ann Arbor, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, sample 

supernatant was combined with thiobarbituric acid assay reagents and boiled for 1 hour. Cooled 

sample preparations were loaded onto a 96-well plate and the absorbance read at 535 nm in a 
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microplate reader (Molecular Devices, San Jose, USA) and lipid peroxides were interpolated 

from a malondialdehyde standard curve.  

 5.3.7  Statistical analysis 

Data were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s post test 

method to compare group means (‘P’ for ANOVA-derived p-values and ‘p’ for those derived 

from post test). All results with an α<0.05 were accepted as statistically significant; marginally 

significant results (p<0.1 ie α<0.10) are also mentioned. Qualitative scoring for intestinal 

inflammation was analyzed by Kruskil-Wallis one way analysis of variance and Dunn’s test was 

used to evaluate pairwise mean rank difference. All data were analyzed with Graphpad Prism 

software (version 7).  
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Figure 8: Intestinal and hepatic inflammatory gene expression. Gene expression is expressed 
as mRNA fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal gene expression, B) 
hepatic gene expression.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** 
(p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001). 
 

 5.4  Results 

 5.4.1  Falcarinol was a potent reducer of intestinal inflammation 

Intestinal proinflammatory gene expression peaks between 4-6 hours after LPS injection280, and 

maximal circulating proinflammatory cytokines Tnfα, IL-6 and IL-1 occurs closer to 4 hours 

post-injection277,281, so we chose the time point of 4 hours to best capture the acute intestinal and 

systemic inflammatory response. As shown in Figure 8A, in the jejunum, both phytochemicals 

falcarinol (FA) and sulforaphane (SF) reduced the expression of LPS-induced proinflammatory 

genes, but FA was consistently more effective than SF. IL-6 showed the greatest magnitude of 
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change among the inflammatory genes, increasing 103.6-fold for LPS treatment alone (positive 

control, PC) and 85.2-fold for SF (p<0.01 for both), whereas for FA, the increase was prevented 

and the expression was not significantly different from the LPS-untreated negative control (NC). 

This pattern repeated for Tnfα, its receptor (Tnfr) and Ifnγ. Tnfα expression increased 48.8-fold 

for PC (p<0.0001) and 24.6-fold for SF (p<0.01), and Tnfr was increased by 5.1-fold in PC 

(p<0.001) and 2.6-fold in SF (p<0.01), but for FA-treated mice, the increases were prevented 

and not significantly different from the negative control group. Ifnγ mRNA increased by 22.3-

fold in PC (p<0.001), but there was no significant increase for either phytochemical treated 

group. Stat3 increased in all LPS-treated groups, increasing by 3.6-fold in PC, 2.8-fold in SF 

(both p<0.0001) and by 2-fold in FA (p=0.0051).  Stat3 was significantly lower for FA than both 

PC and SF (p=0.0002 and p=0.0208, respectively).  As shown in Figure 9, IL-10 and its receptor 

(IL-10R) were also significantly increased by LPS treatment and the LPS response was reduced 

by both phytochemical treatments. IL-10 expression was increased 17.7, 13.1 and 9.5-fold in 

PC, SF and FA, respectively (P<0.0001), whereas its receptor increased only for PC (by 1.6-

fold) and decreased with phytochemical treatment (both to 0.7-fold, P=0.0176).  Altogether, the 

phytochemical pretreatment effectively reduced the magnitude of intestinal pro-inflammatory 

gene expression with FA showing more potency than SF. 
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Figure 9: Intestinal and hepatic regulatory gene expression. Gene expression is expressed as 
mRNA fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal gene expression, B) hepatic 
gene expression.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** 
(p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001). 

 

 5.4.2  Phytochemicals had a minor effect on hepatic 
inflammation 
 

At 4-hours post LPS injection, the effect on hepatic inflammatory gene expression was more 

subdued than in the intestine. As shown in Figure 8B, the main inflammatory genes (IL-6, Tnfα, 

Ifnγ) were all increased by LPS treatment and the phytochemical pretreatments showed no 

reductions in their expression. In fact, IL-6 had the greatest magnitude of increase for all LPS 

groups with the highest increase for SF (p=0.0172). Tnfr mRNA was upregulated 2.4-fold and 

2.5-fold for SF and PC, respectively (both p<0.01), that was prevented in the FA group.  Stat3 

was significantly upregulated in all LPS-treated groups (P=0.0002). SF and PC both increased 

4.8-fold (both p=0.0003).  Differently from SF, FA caused the most conservative increase in 

Stat3 (3.8 fold, p=0.0022), showing some reducing effect.  
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 5.4.3  Down-regulated expression of intestinal Nrf2 pathway 
genes was not rescued with pretreaments 
 

We also evaluated the effect of phytochemicals on the expression of Nrf2, Keap1 and their 

responsive genes Hmox1 and Nqo1 in both the intestine and the liver (Figure 10). In the 

intestine, the expression of Nrf2 was 3-fold downregulated by LPS (p<0.0001) and not rescued 

by phytochemical pretreatment at 4 hours post injection. Keap1 was significantly upregulated 

only in PC by 1.6-fold (p=0.045). We anticipated an increased expression of Nrf2 target genes 

by both phytochemical pretreatments, but observed that only heme oxygenase-1 (Hmox1) was 

significantly increased only for FA 8.9-fold above control (p=0.0184).  Nqo1 (Figure 10) and 

Muc-2 (not shown) gene expression also were not significantly changed by LPS with or without 

phytochemical pretreatments.  

 

Figure 10: Intestinal and hepatic gene expression of the Nrf2 pathway. Gene expression is 
expressed as mRNA fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal gene 
expression, B) hepatic gene expression.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * 
(p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001). 
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 5.4.4  Falcarinol but not sulforaphane stimulated expression of 
hepatic Nrf2 pathway 
 

In contrast, in the liver LPS had no impact on the Nrf2 pathway (Figure 10B).  In fact, the FA 

pretreatment resulted in a significant increase of Nrf2 mRNA (p<0.05), and Keap1 was 

significantly upregulated only in the SF and PC groups (2.0 and 2.1 fold, respectively; both 

p<0.05).  Similarly, Hmox1 was significantly increased only in the FA-treated group (by 6.5 

fold, p<0.05), and there was no difference in expression between the SF and PC groups.  Nqo1 

expression was not significantly affected by either LPS or phytochemicals in the liver.  

 5.4.5  Falcarinol but not sulforaphane increases intestinal and 
liver heme oxygenase-1 protein 
 

Interestingly, Ho-1 and Nqo-1 proteins followed a similar expression pattern in respect mRNA 

in both the intestine and the liver (Figure 11). The intestinal Ho-1 protein was significantly 

increased with FA (1.83-fold, p<0.05), while there was no effect of SF or PC on Ho-1 protein. 

Similarly, the largest increase in hepatic Ho-1 protein was obtained only with FA (16.4-fold; 

p=0.0806). On the other hand, the intestinal Nqo-1 protein was increased with all treatments but 

was significant only in the LPS PC group (2.18-fold, p<0.05). There was no effect of either 

phytochemical or LPS treatment on the liver Nqo-1 protein.  
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Figure 11: Intestinal and hepatic protein expression of the Nrf2 pathway. Protein expression 
is expressed as fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal protein expression, 
B) hepatic protein expression.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** 
(p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001); marginally significant results (m=p<0.1) are also 
noted. 
 

 5.4.6  Falcarinol pretreatment specifically reduces initial-phase 
plasma cytokines 
 

Eosinophils are the first immune cells to be recruited to site of injury in response to locally-

produced eotaxin, and are followed by more numerous neutrophils and macrophages282. As 

shown in Figure 12, eotaxin increased 5.4-fold for LPS alone (p<0.001, PC) and it was 

attenuated with FA, which only showed a 4.1-fold increase (p<0.01), but not with SF (5.0-fold, 

p<0.001) demonstrating that FA was able to show some protective effect in the initial phases of 

the LPS response. Granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) acts to recruit 
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eosinophils and macrophages but is inhibitory to neutrophils283; GM-CSF was significantly 

increased only for SF and PC, by 5.6-fold and 6.7-fold, respectively (p<0.05).  IL-12p40 was 

significantly upregulated only for SF (by 90.2-fold, p<0.05).   

 

The plasma inflammatory cytokines (IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, Ifnγ) were all significantly upregulated 

by LPS treatment, but there was no effect of phytochemical pre-treatment on the magnitude of 

the response seen at the 4-hour time-point.  Tnfα was significantly increased only in the FA 

group (by 8.4-fold, p<0.05).  Other inflammatory factors IL-13, MIP-1α, MIP-1β were 

significantly increased but without a protective effect of phytochemical treatment; similarly the 

regulatory cytokines IL-3, IL-4 and IL-10 were all significantly upregulated by LPS with no 

effect of phytochemical pretreatment.  All cytokines were increased in the plasma after LPS 

injection, with the exception of IL-9 which was not detectable in all samples.  Changes were not 

significant for IL-2, IL-5, IL-17, KC, MCP-1, RANTES or IL-12p70.  
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Figure 12: Plasma cytokines and lipid peroxidation. Circulating plasma cytokines 4 hours after 
LPS injection are expressed in pg/mL. A) Classic inflammatory cytokines. B) Other 
inflammatory cytokines. C) Regulatory cytokines. D) Lipid peroxidation measured by TBARS 
in the jejunal-associated mesentery, jejunum, and plasma 4 hours after LPS injection. Statistical 
significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001). 
 

 5.4.7  Falcarinol specifically reduced lipid peroxidation in the 
mesentery 
 

As shown in Figure 12, LPS had no significant effect on lipid peroxidation in the plasma, 

jejunum or mesentery at 4 hours post-injection, however TBARS was significantly lower in the 

mesentery of the FA treated mice (p<0.05).  

 5.4.8  Falcarinol completely attenuated inflammatory cell 
infiltration and reduced epithelial turnover in the intestine 
 

Qualitative scores for inflammatory cell infiltrate and epithelial damage were moderate 4h after 

LPS treatment, ranging from 0-3 on a scale of 8.  FA however completely attenuated LPS-

induced inflammatory cell infiltration in the duodenum (Figure 13).  Remarkably despite LPS 
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treatment, the score for FA was lower even than saline-treated NC.  Both SF and PC scored 

similarly to NC; differences were only significant between FA and SF (mean rank 2.5 and 9.0, 

respectively, p<0.05).  The number of mitotic cells in the intestinal epithelium is a marker for 

epithelial cell turnover rate254,284.  Results only approached significance between NC and PC 

(p=0.0522).  Mean number of mitotic cells counted in 10 contiguous 400x fields were 24, 33, 45 

and 63 for NC, FA, SF and PC, respectively (Figure 13).  This study did not observe shedding 

directly, but histology revealed the architecture of PC duodenum to be so poor due to shortened 

villi (crypt:villus ratio ~1:3 for PC as compared to 7-12 for other groups) that further 

morphological study was not possible.  This effect was not seen in LPS-treated groups that 

received phytochemical pretreatment.  
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Figure 13: Histomorphological evaluation of duodenum. Duodenal sections were slide-
mounted and H&E stained.  Histomorphological evaluation was performed blinded by a 
professional veterinary pathologist. Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), 
** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001); marginally significant results are also noted † 
(p=0.0522). 
 

 5.5  Discussion 

The anti-cancer effects of FA are its best characterized bioactive property147,212,285-290.  FA also 

has positive metabolic effects. In vitro, FA improves insulin signalling in insulin resistant 

porcine myotubes291, and increases glucose uptake in normal porcine myotubes and adipocytes, 

as well as inhibits adipocyte differentiation292.  Interestingly, falcarindiol does not inhibit 

adipocyte differentiation but is a more potent PPARγ agonist than FA which requires a higher 

dose to initiate an effect149,292.  FA stimulates normal intestinal cell growth at physiological 

10x

40x

NC FA SF PC

* * ††
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doses, whereas carotenoids have no effect72, and carrot juice has an anti-inflammatory effect in 

vitro intestinal cells139.  FA also has anti-complement activity162, modulates GABAA receptor 

activation293.  

 

In this study, we observed that the local effect of LPS on the intestine produced a greater 

response of inflammatory gene expression than in the liver, which would be expected to 

experience a lower dose of LPS derived from systemic circulation as opposed to directly from 

the intraperitoneal space.  Additionally, the protective effect of the phytochemicals, and 

falcarinol in particular, were more pronounced in the intestine than the liver. Intestinal cells 

would have been exposed to the full phytochemical dose over a short amount of time – a higher 

effective dose than would be available to cells relying on systemic circulation for phytochemical 

exposure such as the liver. The novel finding in this study, is that falcarinol was more effective 

than sulforaphane in attenuating inflammatory gene expression in the intestine and to a lesser 

degree in the liver.   

 

We also examined the effect of phytochemicals on Nrf2-activated targets, Ho-1 and Nqo-1. 

Heme oxygenase-1 (Ho-1, Hmox1) has an emerging role in attenuating intestinal inflammation 

and protecting intestinal barrier integrity by upregulating the expression of tight junction 

proteins267 and attenuating inflammation-induced intestinal permeability266.  Prior Ho-1 

upregulation protected intestinal barrier integrity by upregulating tight junction proteins, 

reducing apoptosis, activating Nrf2 and reducing NFκB activation resulting from abdominal 

surgery in a rat model294, and associated oxidative stress295,296.  FA, but not SF, significantly 

upregulated Hmox1 in both the liver and intestine, whereas Nqo1 expression was not affected by 
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either phytochemical. A unique characteristic of the Nqo1 promoter is the number of ARE 

sequences. Rather than rendering Nqo1 more Nrf2-sensitive due to the increased number of 

ARE contributing to its regulation, it appears that it is more likely that Nqo1 requires more 

intense Nrf2 exposure to effect transcriptional activation than Hmox1. We demonstrated that 

Hmox1 is more sensitive to Nrf2 activation than Nqo1 in the liver and intestine which was also 

reflected in protein levels.  Nqo1 protein levels were only significantly elevated in the intestine 

of PC, whereas in the liver, neither LPS nor phytochemical pretreatment showed an effect.  Ho-1 

protein levels were significantly increased from NC in both liver and intestine only in FA-

treated mice, with no difference between SF and PC groups.  Notably, this effect was only seen 

with FA-treated mice and not those treated with SF. This unique effect of FA is another novel 

finding in this study. 

 

FA attenuated circulating eotaxin and GM-CSF (a pro-inflammatory inducer of M1 

phenotype297) as compared to other LPS-treated groups, which could potentially translate to 

reduced immune cell recruitment, but cell trafficking was not evaluated in this study.  Lipid 

peroxidation was not increased at 4-hours after LPS injection in any of the plasma, intestine or 

mesentery, however FA pretreatment reduced basal lipid peroxidation in the mesentery, which 

may be a contributing factor to the surprising reduction of inflammatory cell infiltration in FA 

duodena.   

 

Glutathione-S-transferase is a phase II detoxification enzyme that conjugates electrophiles298.  

Sulforaphane is absorbed into intestinal cells as a glutathione-conjugate299, an interaction that is 

promoted by intracellular glutathione transferases300, or direct interaction with lumenal 
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glutathione derived from the diet301 or bile302.  It is known that a portion of absorbed 

sulforaphane is secreted back into the intestine as a glutathione conjugate, reducing its 

bioavailability to 74% by some estimates303.   The bioavailability of polyacetylenes has been 

demonstrated304,305 and they have been shown to bind human serum albumin for circulatory 

distribution306, but we are not aware of any studies specific to their uptake mechanisms.  Due to 

the electrophilicity of polyacetylenes, these mechanisms may be similar to SF, and possibly 

differential uptake efficiencies may contribute to the greater effectiveness of FA in vivo.  

 

Normal epithelial cell loss from the villi tips are replaced by cells newly differentiated from 

crypt stem cells; a balance between cell loss and regeneration maintains intestinal barrier 

integrity.  Accelerated mitoses in the epithelial layer is suggestive of shedding since there would 

be increased need for regeneration to replace lost cells at the villus tip.  LPS-treated groups had 

more mitotic cells than NC (1.38 and 1.88-fold more for FA and SF, respectively); PC had the 

most mitotic cells (2.63-fold more than NC) but did not reach significance (p=0.0522), 

demonstrating the superior effect of FA over SF in protecting intestinal integrity.  While LPS 

treatment did not substantively increase the qualitative score of inflammatory cell infiltration 

(mild to moderate infiltration in NC, SF and PC), remarkably FA did not show any infiltration 

despite LPS treatment (score=0).   

 

While it is possible that FA is a more potent activator of Nrf2 than sulforphane, there may be 

other effects of FA that are responsible.  Endocannabinoid signaling is involved in maintaining 

intestinal barrier integrity.  Antagonism of cannabinoid type 1 receptor (CB1R) reduced 

intestinal inflammation and permeability in a diet-induced obesity model, attenuating metabolic 
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endotoxemia, adipose inflammation and improving insulin resistance307.  Pretreatment of the 

apical but not basolateral side of a Caco-2 cell monolayer prevented the cytokine-induced 

increase in intestinal permeability mediated by antagonism of CB1R308.  Dietary (apical side 

exposure) FA is likely protective of the intestinal epithelium since it is a covalent CB1R 

antagonist309; we are unaware of any studies directly evaluating sulforaphane for potential CB1R 

antagonism. 

 

The current study evaluated the anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant effects of isolated bioactive 

compounds available in the diet and their role in the prevention of inflammation (commonly 

understood to play an important role in the development of most chronic diseases) and more 

specifically in the context of intestinal inflammation and the maintenance of intestinal barrier 

integrity.  Intestinal inflammation is particularly relevant since it provides the milieu for the 

polarization of naive T cells and other immune cells which has wider implications for overall 

immune tone.  The degradation of the intestinal barrier is gaining recognition as another early 

deviation from homeostasis contributing to the development of more serious and widely 

divergent diseases including some autoimmune conditions, food allergies, obesity, endotoxemia, 

chronic inflammation and even intense exercise. Furthermore, our use of low/diet-achievable 

doses (5 mg/kg) as opposed to the commonly used default for studies of this type (100 mg/kg), 

which is a pharmaceutical or supplemental doses, makes our findings all the more relevant since 

these effects are seen at dietary levels of exposure. 

 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the superior effectiveness of FA over SF at attenuating 

LPS-induced intestinal gene expression and to a lesser degree in the liver.  FA was uniquely 
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effective at upregulating Nrf2-target Ho-1 in both the intestine and liver, and attenuating some 

initial phase proinflammatory cytokines.  FA also reduced inflammatory cell infiltration in the 

duodenum below even negative control, and reduced basal mesenteric lipid peroxidation. These 

results suggest that the efficacy of FA may be fruitful to explore for prevention and treatment in 

inflammatory pathologies of the GI tract and in supporting the maintenance of intestinal barrier 

integrity due to the superiority of FA at upregulating Ho1 to anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant 

effect demonstrated in the current study.  
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CHAPTER 6: Falcarinol produces Th2/Th9 cytokine 
profile in response to gut modulation with endotoxin 
 

 6.1  Introduction 

Inflammation underpins many chronic diseases310 for which cytokines are key modulators and 

are expressed by numerous cell types.  Chronic inflammation is often driven by type 1 cytokines 

(Ifnγ, Tnfa, IL-6, IL-1) which act to polarize innate and adaptive immune cells towards an 

inflammatory phenotype (M1, Th1) 310.  Whereas type 2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, IL-13etc) 

maintain immune homeostasis by directly antagonizing M1/Th1 polarization which has been the 

(somewhat simplistic) premise fo Th1/Th2 rebalancing, although type 2 cytokines can also be 

involved in driving allergy, asthma and autoimmune pathologies311.  Additionally, regulatory 

cytokines (IL-10, TGFβ) are immunosuppressive and also counter immune activation generally 

(innate lymphoid cells, regulatory T cells (Tregs)).   

 

One interesting therapeutic approach to achieve rebalancing of an inflammatory immune 

polarization is with helminth-based therapies312-314.  Helminths are parasitic worms that have 

adapted methods of modulating host immune responses by secreting factors and producing 

surface antigens that downregulate Th1-type immune responses and upregulate tolerogenic Th2 

315-318, inducing IL-4 within 24 hours of exposure to the host319.  Atherosclerosis is an 

inflammatory disease and the value of aggressive lipid lowering therapies on plaque formation 

is limited without concurrently addressing chronic inflammation320.  Modulating T cell balance 

in intestinal immunity by increasing Treg differentiation from naive T cells has been proposed as 

a method of controlling inflammation in cardiovascular diseases321,322.  Increasing intestinal 
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Tregs to inhibit Th1 and Th17 polarization has been effectively demonstrated to attenuate 

disease progression and even plaque reversion323 using anti-CD3+ antibodies324, calcitriol325 and 

by modifiying gut microbiota326.  Helminth infections have been observed to improve 

cardiovascular disease outcomes327-329; therapeutic use of helminth antigens provide beneficial 

immunomodulation330,331 without tissue and cardiac damage associated with live parasitic 

infections332.  The Th2 modulation of helminth infection also has implications for metabolic 

syndrome and type 2 diabetes328,333.  In a murine model of high fat diet (HFD)-induced obesity, 

live nematode infection reduced weight gain, glucose and triglyceride levels, increased adipose 

tissue UCP1 and modulated mesenteric T cell profile (reduced Th1 and Th17, increased Th2 and 

Treg); this group achieved similar results when transferred nematode-activated macrophage 

(M2) were used in place of live infection334 indicating the effect is immune cell-mediated.  

Attenuating HFD-induced inflammation by blocking T cell activation shows similar results and 

additionally improves insulin sensitivity335.  Helminth-based therapies have also been effective 

in disorder involving intestinal inflammation336,337.  Both helminth antigens338 and the transfer 

of antigen-treated dendritic cells suppress colitis by shifting the immune balance and requiring 

the engagement of the adaptive immune system339,340.   This immunomodulatory strategy also 

been employed in the treatment of allergic conditions341,342, multiple sclerosis343-345 and 

autoimmune disorders346-348. 

 

Helminth-induced cytokine response typically involves increased IL-4, IL-13, IL-10 production 

along with induction of alternatively activated (AAM) M2 polarization in macrophages349.  The 

first cytokine identified in parasite infections was IL-4350, and successful parasite expulsion in 

dependent on IL-4R signalling351,352.  IL-13 is also required to clear parasite infections which 
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can be derived from eosinophils, basophils and Th2 cells353.  Mast cell proliferation mediated in 

part by IL-3 and IL-4354 and eosinophil infiltration into gut mucosa mediated by IL-5 and 

eotaxin also result from helminth infection355,356.  Another aspect of helminth immune defence 

involves type 2 cytokine IL-9.  The main IL-9- producing cell types are Th9 cells, type 2 innate 

lymphoid cells (ILC2s) as well as LPS-activated mast cells357.  As with other type 2 cytokines, 

IL-9 can promote inflammation or tolerance depending on the context358.  Several methods have 

been used to capitalize on the anti-Th1 modulation of helminth infections using parasites 

directly, their antigens, or the transfer of antigen primed cells for therapeutic effect in many 

inflammatory pathologies such as atherosclerosis, colitis etc.  However some helminth-secreted 

compounds used in isolation do not always produce the desired results and can promote Th1, 

complicating efforts to mimic actual exposure359.  

 

The polyacetylene, falcarinol, has been shown to be directly anti-parasitic152, however we 

demonstrate for the first time the immunomodulatory activity of falcarinol to cause the 

production of Th2 and Th9-type cytokines in late phase acute inflammation.  This effect, in the 

absence helminth infection and during an inflammatory challenge, suggests that falcarinol may 

be a possible promising immunomodulatory treatment option in place of risky live helminth 

infections, without the difficulty of antigen selection to confer the intended effect, and neither 

causing tissue damage nor triggering other allergenic responses such as eosinophilia etc. 
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 6.2  METHODS 

 6.2.1  Animal treatment 

Three month old male CB57BL/6 mice (Charles River, St. Constant, QC, Canada) were 

individually housed in a temperature-controlled room on a reverse (12:12) light–dark cycle, fed 

a standard chow diet (Harlan Teklad, Mississauga, ON, Canada), with access to water ad 

libitum.  Phytochemicals were prepared in 100% ethanol immediately before individual doses 

were prepared in peanut butter and allowed to evaporate overnight, refrigerated in a light proof 

container.  Twice per day for 7 days, mice received peanut butter (166 mg ±0.01) with 5 mg/kg 

falcarinol (CAS# 21852-80-2, Quality Phytochemicals LLC, East Brunswick, NJ, USA), 5 

mg/kg R-sulforaphane (CAS# 142825-10-3, Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbour, MI, USA), or 

ethanol vehicle for the control groups: negative control was saline-treated, positive control was 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-treated.  To elicit an immune response, fasted animals (n=3 per group) 

received an intraperitoneal injection of 5 mg/kg LPS on the eighth day and were sacrificed after 

24 hours.  Plasma was collected by cardiac puncture, and tissues were removed and snap frozen 

in liquid nitrogen.  All of the procedures conducted were approved by the University of Guelph 

Animal Care Committee and were in accordance with guidelines of the Canadian Council on 

Animal Care. 

 6.2.2  PCR 

RNA was extracted from tissues using TRIzol according to manufacturer’s instructions 

(ThermoFisher Scientific).  RNA concentration was evaluated by measuring absorbance using a 

Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Nanodrop 2000, Thermo Fisher Scientific).  For each sample, 1 

ug of RNA was incubated with DNase to remove genomic DNA and used for subsequent cDNA 
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synthesis according to manufacturer kit instructions (iScript gDNA Clear cDNA synthesis kit, 

Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario).  Resulting cDNA was amplified by real time RT-

PCR (CFX Connect, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario) with select primers (see Table 

1) using PCR reagents according to manufacturer’s instructions (Ssoo Advanced Universal 

SYBR Green Supermix, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario).  For each tissue, the 

geometric mean of 3 reference genes (Rps29, 18s and Tbp) were used to calculate the delta Ct 

for each gene of interest. 

 6.2.3  Immunoblotting 

Tissue samples were homogenized in cell lysis buffer (liver) or RIPA buffer (intestine) and 

centrifuged at 15,000 g for 10 minutes at 4º C.  Lysate supernatant was collected and protein 

was quantified by bicinchoninic acid protein assay (Pierce ThermoFisher Scientific) and 

measured with a plate reader (Molecular Devices, San Jose, USA).  Protein concentration was 

standardized and samples separated in a 10% gel and transferred to PVDF membrane with a 

semi-dry electrophoretic transfer system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario).  

Membranes were incubated overnight with a 1:1000 dilution of primary antibody (Ho-1 and 

Nqo-1, Abcam, Toronto, Canada), followed by a 1:3000 dilution of horseradish peroxidase-link 

secondary anti-mouse antibody (Cell Signaling Technology, Whitby, Canada).  Blots were 

visualized with electrochemiluminescence reagent (Clarity Max, Bio- Rad Laboratories, 

Mississauga, Ontario) and images captured with AlphaImager (San Jose, USA).  Membranes 

were quantified using Image StudioTM Lite software (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, USA) and 

normalized to total protein. 
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 6.2.4  Plasma and spleen cytokines 

Plasma cytokines were measured using a magnetic bead-based sandwich immunoassay 

according to manufacturer’s instructions (Bio-Plex Pro™ Mouse Cytokine 23-plex Assay, Bio-

Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario).  Antibody-coupled beads were incubated with either 

plasma or spleen lysates (1:3 dilution) in duplicate, and incubated with biotinylated detection 

antibody to create a sandwich complex. Samples were subsequently incubated with streptavidin-

phycoerythrin conjugate to serve as a fluorescent reporter.  Beads were washed and bound 

molecules were detected using a Bio-Plex 200 System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, 

Ontario). 

 6.2.5  Lipid peroxidation 

Tissues were homogenized with 10 volumes of RIPA buffer containing protease and 

phosphatase inhibitors (Sigma-Aldrich P2714 and P5726, respectively) and centrifuged at 1,600 

g for 10 minutes at 4 °C.  The supernatant was used undiluted in the TBARS assay (Cayman 

Chemical, Ann Arbor, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions.  Briefly, sample 

supernatant was combined with thiobarbituric acid assay reagents and boiled for 1 hour.  Cooled 

sample preparations were loaded onto a 96-well plate and the absorbance read at 535 nm in a 

microplate reader (Molecular Devices, San Jose, USA) and lipid peroxides were interpolated 

from a malondialdehyde standard curve. 

 6.2.6  Lipid mediators extraction 

Mesentery (20 mg/mL ethanol) and intestinal mucosa (10 mg/mL ethanol) samples were 

homogenized using a Precellys Evolution homogenizer (Bertin Technologies) and CK14-beaded 

tubes (Bertin Technologies) and centrifuged at 1,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C. Aliquots 
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corresponding to 1 mg (intestinal mucosa) and 20 mg (mesentery) were transferred to a set of 

siliconized glass tubes and dried under a stream of nitrogen gas.  Residues were resuspended in 

50 µL ethanol. Volume was adjusted to 1 mL with ultra-pure water.  Samples were spiked with a 

mixture (1 ng each) of deuterated analogs of lipid mediators, acidified to pH 4 with 0.1 N HCl 

and extracted three times with ethyl acetate. The ethyl acetate layer were washed to neutrality 

with water, pooled into a set of siliconized conical tubes and evaporated to dryness under a 

stream of nitrogen. Residues were reconstituted into 100 µL acetonitrile/water/acetic acid 

(30/70/0.02) and transferred to siliconized micro-inserts for analysis by LC/MS/MS.  All lipid 

mediators and their related deuterated standards used in this study were purchased from Cayman 

Chemicals Co. (Ann Arbor, MI).  

 6.2.7  LC/MS/MS conditions and quantification 

Lipid mediators were measured by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry using a 

QTRAP 5500 triple-quadruple mass spectrometer (Sciex: Framingham, Massachusetts, USA) in 

negative electrospray ionization mode by MRM data acquisition with an Agilent 1200 HPLC 

(Agilent Technologies: Santa Clara, California, USA). Chromatography was performed on a 

Kinetex C18 column (100 x 4.6 mm, 5 µ particle sizes) (Phenomenex, California). The HPLC 

flow was maintained at 800 µL/minute with a gradient consisting of: A= Water/Acetonitrile 

(90/10) + 0.02% acetic acid and B = Acetonitrile/Isopropanol with a total run time of 19 

minutes.  Quantification was done on Multiquant 3.0.1 software (ABSciex : Framingham, 

Massachusetts, USA) by plotting the sample peak area ratios (Analyte peak area/Internal 

Standard peak area) of individual lipid mediators against their corresponding standard curves 

generated from calibration mixes of lipid mediators from 0.01 ng to 10 ng.  All HPLC-grade 

solvents and propionic acid were purchased from Caledon Laboratories Ltd (Georgetown, ON).  
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 6.2.8  Statistical analysis 

Data were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s post test 

method to compare group means.  All results with an α<0.05 were accepted as statistically 

significant.  All data were analyzed with Graphpad Prism software (version 7). Multivariate 

analyses of lipid mediators was performed with Metaboanalyst 4.0 (www.metaboanalyst.ca).  

Data were log transformed and auto-scaled prior to partial least squares discriminant (PLS-DA) 

analysis.  Variable of importance in projection (VIP) scores rank the variables which contribute 

most to the model. 

 

Figure 14: Intestinal and hepatic inflammatory gene expression. Gene expression is expressed 
as mRNA fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal gene expression, B) 
hepatic gene expression.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** 
(p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001). 
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 6.3  RESULTS 

 6.3.1  LPS-induced perturbations of gene expression are short-
lived 
 

24-hours after LPS injection, inflammatory gene expression in both the intestine and liver 

normalized as shown in Figure 14.  Only intestinal Stat3 mRNA was significantly increased in 

SF and PC (p<0.05). Inflammatory gene expression in the intestine and liver remained elevated 

for Tnfα/Tnfr, IL-6 and Ifnγ but not significantly and with little observable difference between 

LPS-treated groups.  As shown in Figure 15, we observed no significant difference between 

groups for any of IL-10/IL-10R, Tgfb1, Tgfb2 mRNA in either the intestine or the liver, nor was 

there a significant difference between groups for Muc2 mRNA in the intestine at 24 hours as 

compared to 4 hours. 
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Figure 15: Intestinal and hepatic inflammatory gene expression. Gene expression is expressed 
as mRNA fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal gene expression, B) 
hepatic gene expression.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** 
(p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001). 
 

 6.3.2  Nrf2 pathway gene expression in liver and intestine 

As shown in Figure 16, hepatic Nrf2 mRNA expression was significantly suppressed in all 

treatment groups (by 0.2, 0.13 and 0.15 for FA, SF and PC, respectively, p<0.05), indicating a 

delayed response to LPS as compared to the intestine, which showed a significant decrease of 

Nrf2 mRNA expression as early as 4-hours (Figure 10).  The initial suppression of intestinal 

Nrf2 mRNA persisted at 24 hours post LPS injection, but was no longer statistically significant.  

Previously elevated Keap1 for PC in the intestine, and SF and PC in the liver, were normalized 

at 24 hours.  There were no significant differences between groups in hepatic or intestinal Nqo1 

mRNA expression. 
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Figure 16: Intestinal and hepatic Nrf2 pathway gene expression. Gene expression is expressed 
as mRNA fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal gene expression, B) 
hepatic gene expression.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** 
(p<0.01); marginally significant results (m=p<0.1) are also noted. 
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protein expression 
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level for SF and PC (by 2.3- and 2.6-fold, respectively, p<0.05).  This represents an approximate 

5-fold increase in Ho-1 from 4-hours (Figure 11), demonstrating a robust and sustained 

intestinal response of the FA group, not seen in SF which had no increase of Ho-1 over PC at 

either 4 or 24 hours.  However in the liver, only SF Ho-1 protein was significantly increased (by 

94.2-fold, p<0.05), whereas there was no difference between FA and PC.  The previous 

elevation of Ho-1 in FA at 4 hours was short-lived and the hepatic response to SF was delayed 

compared to FA.  There was no effect of phytochemical treatment or LPS on Ho-1 protein 

expression in the spleen; Nqo1 was not significant in any tissue.   

 

Figure 17: Intestinal and hepatic protein expression of the Nrf2 pathway. Protein expression 
is expressed as fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal protein expression, 
B) hepatic protein expression, C) spleen protein expression.  Statistical significance is expressed 
as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01). 
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 6.3.5  Falcarinol but not sulforaphane increases M2/Th2-type 
plasma cytokines 
 

Only FA increased plasma levels of cytokines associated with M2/Th2 immune cell polarization 

(IL-4, IL-13 and IL-10) associated with a regulatory as opposed to inflammatory phenotype.  As 

shown in Figure 18, FA IL-10 was increased 18.5-fold over NC (p<0.0001); IL-10 was 

significantly higher in FA than both SF and PC by 1.9-fold (p<0.01) and 1.57-fold (p<0.05), 

respectively.  FA also had the highest levels of IL-13 (16.7-fold greater than NC, p<0.01), 

whereas SF and PC were only increased by 11.8 and 12.9-fold, respectively (p<0.05).  IL-4 was 

only increased by FA treatment (by 2.3-fold) although not significantly.   

 

Figure 18: M2/Th2 and Th9-type plasma cytokines. All cytokines are shown in pg/mL.  
Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** 
(p<0.0001); marginally significant results (m=p<0.1) are also noted. 
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 6.3.6  Falcarinol but not sulforaphane induced a Th9-like plasma 
cytokine profile 
 

Th2 or naive T cells differentiate into the Th9 subtype in the presence of IL-4 and TGFb.  Th9 T 

cells are characterized by their production of IL-9.  Only FA treatment resulted in elevated levels 

of IL-2 (a growth and proliferation factor for T cells) and IL-9 among LPS-treated groups.  IL-2 

was significantly higher than NC only in the FA treated group (by 5.8-fold, p<0.01).  Similarly, 

IL-9 was significantly higher than NC only for FA (by 5.33-fold, p<0.01).  RANTES was 

significantly elevated only in SF and PC (by 40.9-fold and 52-fold, p<0.01 and p<0.05, 

respectively).   

 6.3.7  Spleen cytokines 

The pattern of Th2 and Th9-type cytokines seen in the plasma was not reflected in splenic 

cytokines as there was no significant difference between groups for these cytokines.  

Inflammatory cytokines were increased in the spleen (except Tnfa).  As shown in Figure 19, IL-

1α was significantly upregulated only in SF and PC (by 49.1- and 52.5-fold, p<0.05 and <0.01, 

respectively) and expression levels were approximately 10 times higher than in plasma.  IL-1β 

was expressed at similar magnitude than in plasma, and was significantly upregulated in FA by 

3.23-fold (p<0.05) and in SF and PC by 4.27 and 5.56, respectively (p<0.01).  IL-12p70 was 

significantly upregulated only in SF and PC (both by 1.9-fold, p<0.01) and both were 

significantly higher than FA (p<0.05).  RANTES was increased 6.3-fold (p<0.05) in FA and 8.3 

and 7.7-fold in SF and PC, respectively (p<0.001) which was significantly higher than FA 

(p<0.05).  Eotaxin and MCP-1 were significantly upregulated only in SF and PC and regulatory 

cytokines were not affected by LPS or phytochemical treatment.  
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Figure 19: Spleen cytokines. All cytokines are shown in pg/mL.  Statistical significance is 
expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001). 
 

 6.3.8  Intraperitoneal LPS does not alter lipid peroxidation 
systemically 
 

There were no significant differences in lipid peroxidation 24 hours post-LPS injection in the 

plasma, spleen, jejunum and mesentery.  We previously showed that only FA significantly 

reduced baseline mesenteric lipid peroxidation (no effect of LPS); at 24 hours, both 

phytochemicals reduced mesenteric lipid peroxidation but differences were not significant. 
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 6.3.9  Lipid mediators 

We evaluated 79 lipid mediators in jejunal and mesenteric tissue.  Partial least squares 

discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) of mesenteric lipid mediators revealed that LPS-treated groups 

were distinct from untreated control (NC) (Figure 20B).  SF and PC had similar distributions, 

whereas FA was most closely related to NC of the LPS-treated groups suggesting FA was most 

similar to NC when evaluating lipid mediator profile as a whole.  Variable of importance in 

projection (VIP) scores represent the variables with the greatest contribution to the PLS-DA 

model.  The top ten VIP scores are shown in Figure 20C.  Omega-3 fatty acid metabolites made 

up 7 of the top 10 VIP (4 were EPA metabolites and 3 were DHA and its metabolites); the 

remaining 3 metabolites were of omega-6 origin.  The dominance of omega-3 metabolites is 

notable since they were a minority of the variables analyzed, with metabolites of arachadonic 

acid making up most of the data set. 

 

Three of the top 10 VIP in the mesentery were metabolites of the CYP enzymes and followed a 

similar pattern significantly increased only for SF.  17,18-DiHETE and 19,20-DiHDPA are 

metabolized from their precursors (EPA and DHA, respectively) by CYP enzymes followed by 

epoxide hydrolase and are the porcine plasma metabolites most upregulated in response to DHA 

supplementation360.  Although mesenteric DHA was significantly higher than NC in SF and PC 

(by 1.7- and 1.9-fold, p<0.05), 17,18-DiHETE and 19,20-DiHDPA were upregulated in SF but 

not PC despite higher levels of DHA in PC, suggesting that SF may increase the activity of CYP 

or epoxide hydrolase enzymes.  The CYP450 omega oxidation product of 20-HETE, 20-

carboxyarachidonic acid (20-COO-AA), was also significantly increased only in SF.  Three VIP 

were 12LO platelet metabolites.  Both 12-HETE (AA) and 12-HEPE (EPA) were significantly 
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downregulated by LPS treatment.  SF had the highest levels of the 12LO DHA metabolite, 11-

HDoHE (DHA).  Two VIP were products of non-enzymatic oxidation.  18-HEPE is the 

precursor for E-series resolvins (RvE1, RvE2, RvE3, 18R-RvE3).  18-HEPE levels were not 

affected by LPS treatment but were slightly elevated in SF.  8-HETE was significantly 

downregulated by LPS treatment.  Neither COX nor 5LO pathways were represented among the 

top 10 VIP in the mesentery. 
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Figure 20: PLS-DA analysis of mesenteric lipid mediators. A) Pairwise scores plots between 
the selected components. The explained variance of each component is shown in the 
corresponding diagonal cell. B) Scores plot between the selected principals components. The 
explained variances are shown in brackets. C) VIP scores for the 10 variables that contribute the 
most to the PLS-DA model are shown along with a depiction of relative concentrations for each 
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metabolite listed.  Graphs represent independent univariate analysis (one-way ANOVA) for 
each of the metabolites among the top 10 VIP scores.  The fatty acid of origin is listed as 
A=arachadonic acid, E=EPA and D=DHA.  Statistical significance is represented as follows: * 
(p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001). 
 
In the jejunum, PLS-DA analysis clearly distinguished between untreated and LPS-treated, but 

did not discern as clearly between treated groups (Figure 21).  A different profile of enzyme 

pathways were represented among the top 10 VIP in the jejunum, none of which were strongly 

inflammatory despite the dominance of omega-6 derivatives making up 6 of the top 10 VIP.  Of 

the 4 AA-derived lipids, the trioxillins (TrXA3 and TrXB3) are likely not strongly bioactive, and 

PGE2 which has a role in both promoting and resolving inflammation.  The other omega-6 

metabolite, 11-HEDE, is an uncommon PUFA structure and its bioactivity is not well 

understood.  The remaining 2 were metabolites of DGLA which are generally anti-

inflammatory.  In contrast to the mesentery, COX/PGD and COX/PGE synthase pathways were 

represented (4 out of 10), whereas there were no metabolites of CYP among the jejunal VIP.  

The 3 non-enzymatic oxidation products (11-HEDE, 11-HEPE and 13-HDoHE) suggest higher 

oxidation levels in SF than FA, however not sufficient to show lipid peroxidation by TBARs.  

The two trioxilins are metabolites of 12(S)-HETE and involve both the dioxygenase and 

epoxide hydrolase activities of 12LO.  Both the 15LO product of DGLA and the PGE synthase 

product of DGLA-derived PGH1 show higher levels in SF than FA.  Often the variables that 

best differentiated between groups were metabolites for which little is understood regarding 

their biological activity. 
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Figure 21: PLS-DA analysis of jejunal lipid mediators. A) Pairwise scores plots between the 
selected components. The explained variance of each component is shown in the corresponding 
diagonal cell. B) Scores plot between the selected principals components. The explained 
variances are shown in brackets. C) VIP scores for the 10 variables that contribute the most to 
the PLS-DA model are shown along with a depiction of relative concentrations for each 
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metabolite listed.  Graphs represent independent univariate analysis (one-way ANOVA) for 
each of the metabolites among the top 10 VIP scores.  The fatty acid of origin is listed as 
A=arachadonic acid, E=EPA, D=DHA and G=gamma linoleic acid.  Statistical significance is 
represented as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001). 
 

 6.4  DISCUSSION 

In this study, we describe an immunomodulatory effect exclusive to FA in late phase acute 

inflammation.  Carrot and carrot juice has been a long-espoused anti-parasitic folk remedy and 

FA has been shown to be directly anti-parasitic in vitro152.  We show for the first time that in the 

late phase of acute inflammation, FA but not SF has immunomodulatory properties similar to the 

response of a helminth infection (increased IL-4, IL-13, IL-9, IL-10).  This effect is particularly 

of interest due to the use of helminth-based therapies for immune modulation in many chronic 

inflammatory conditions.  FA may be an effective immunomodulatory compound that does not 

carry the risks of parasitic infection, the complexity of antigen selection conferring the intended 

effect, or the difficulty inherent in the transfer of activated macrophages, dendritic or other 

antigen-primed cell types. 

 

Naive T cells are the pool of T cells that are matured in the periphery rather than the thymus, 

and their polarization depends on the cytokine milieu at the time of activation.  The antigen-rich 

intestinal interface makes up a majority of the immune system (gut-associated lymphoid 

tissue/GALT), therefore influencing intestinal Th0 cell differentiation has been used as a 

therapeutic modality affecting systemic immune tone (for example, the Th1/Th2 balance).  Th0 

cells can potentially differentiate into inflammatory Th1 in the presence of IL-12, or Th2 in the 

presence of IL-4.  Additional phenotypes depend on TGF-beta along with other concomitant 

signals from the cytokine milieu: immunosuppressive Tregs are induced with IL-2, IL-4 results 
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in Th9, and Th17 are induced with proinflammatory IL-6.  In the late phase of acute 

inflammation 24 hours after LPS injection, only FA increased type 2 cytokines, IL-4 and IL-13, 

beyond the baseline inflammatory response (PC).  Additionally, only FA significantly increased 

plasma IL-9.  IL-4, IL-13 and IL-9 are key cytokines involved in anti-helminth immune 

response and are the main effectors of helminth-based therapy since they directly antagonize 

type 1 polarization of macrophages, dendritic and Th0 cells.  IL-2 which supports Treg 

differentiation and T cell expansion, was only significantly upregulated in FA.  

Immunosuppressive IL-10 was significantly higher in FA than both SF and PC (p<0.01), 

whereas plasma IL-12 was upregulated to a similar extent in all LPS-treated groups.  Taken 

together, the plasma cytokine profile suggests a systemic increase in the type 2 cytokines 

characteristic of helminth therapy (IL-4, IL-13, IL-9), as well as markers of expanded Tregs (IL-

2 and IL-10) which indicates a more regulatory or immunosuppressive tone in FA-treated mice.  

Since this cytokine response appeared during an inflammatory challenge, these results support 

further investigation of the immunomodulatory effects of FA to shift a pre-existing 

inflammation.  More work needs to be done to verify the actual changing T cell profile 

suggested by these results.  

 

Due to the potential pathological involvement of type 2 cytokines in allergic inflammation, it 

would also be important to evaluate whether FA promotes allergic inflammation since FA can 

cause contact dermititis in skin, although helminth-based therapies have also been explored for 

treatment of allergic and autoimmune diseases347,348.  However type 2 cytokines are pleiotropic 

and whether they confer a regulatory or allergic inflammatory effect depends on other complex 

factors.  In this study, any potential allergic inflammation would be driven by the activation of 
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intestinal mast cells (a potential source of IL-9) and the proliferation and infiltration of 

eosinophils.  In our previous work, we observed that FA actually reduced inflammatory cell 

infiltration into the duodenum below even the negative control.  The plasma levels of 

chemokine eosinophil attractant, eotaxin, was lowest in FA among LPS-treated groups at both 4 

and 24 hours; RANTES was significantly upregulated only in SF and PC at 24 hours and MCP-

1 was lowest in FA among treated groups.  These results suggest that the upregulation of Th2 

and Th9 cytokines are not likely to be drivers of allergic inflammation but further work is 

necessary to validate that assumption.  G-CSF was significantly lower in FA than SF and PC, 

although GM-CSF was highest in FA.   

 

We previously showed the intestinal barrier protective and anti-inflammatory effects of FA and 

SF in acute inflammation, where FA was more effective than SF, particularly in upregulating 

anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory enzyme, heme oxygenase.  Upregulating Ho-1 in the 

intestine is protective against LPS-induced inflammation and organ failure systemically during 

sepsis265.  LPS acutely causes the release of free heme by physically disrupting the plasma 

membrane of red blood cells263, so increased Ho-1 availability would more efficiently limit the 

oxidative damage of free heme and its degradation products361 at an earlier time point than if 

Ho-1 were induced in response to the stimuli.  Both FA and SF are known to upregulate the 

transcription factor, Nrf2, of which Ho-1 is a target whose expression is upregulated by its 

activation.  Here we observed differential tissue responses to phytochemical pretreatment on 

Nrf2 activation.    In the intestine, there was a strong upregulation of Ho-1 protein in FA-treated 

mice, whereas there was no difference from PC for SF.  Additionally, this was nearly a 5-fold 

greater increase relative to NC than we had previously observed at 4 hours, indicating a robust 
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and sustained upregulation of Ho-1 protein in the intestine.  However in the liver, there was a 

significant upregulation of Ho-1 only in SF and there was no difference in increase between FA 

and PC.  This may be due in part to the positive feedback of the products of Ho-1 activity on 

Ho-1 expression.  Bach1 is a negative regulator of Nrf2, competitively binding its cognate 

response element (antioxidant response element/ARE) 362.  Free heme binds Bach1 interfering 

with ARE-binding363-365.  Therefore increased Ho-1 activity due to FA pretreatment may also 

have reduced Bach1 interference of Nrf2-ARE resulting in a robust upregulation of Ho-1, 

particularly in the environment of the intestine – the tissue that would have experienced the 

greatest LPS exposure.  Additionally, Ho-1 is expressed by alternatively activated M2 

macrophages, Tregs and other regulatory immune cells. 

 

Conversely, among the VIP in PLS-DA analysis, FA did not significantly impact the production 

of lipid mediators in the mesentery or intestinal mucosa as compared to PC, although overall FA 

was more similar to NC than any other LPS-treated group.  These results imply that visceral 

lipid mediators did not play a significant role in either promoting or resolving inflammation, 

however this may be due to the late phase acute inflammation time point chosen, which may be 

more reflective of the tipping point between inflammation and resolution.  It is possible than an 

earlier time point may show greater differences in proinflammatory factors or a later one 

showing differences in resolution.  Given the predominance of omega-3 and GLA-derived 

metabolites in the VIP for both tissues over those derived from omega-6 fatty acids, future 

exploration lipid mediators deeper in the resolution phase may be fruitful.   
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These cytokine responses are not allergic responses to FA itself, because at 4 hour time point, 

while we did observe increased IL-10, we did not see the same pattern for elevated IL-4 and IL-

13.  IL-9 was below the detection point, so this pattern of cytokine response is a late phase acute 

inflammation development.  Taken in the context of lower inflammatory cytokines and 

increased IL-10 with FA treatment, it suggests the in vivo type 2 cytokines response and 

increased IL-9 are more inclined to be at the regulatory end of the spectrum of potentials for 

these pleiotropic factors.  Further experiments would be required to validate the assumptions 

made regarding these initial effects, including the cell types responsible for the observed 

cytokine and their activation states.  Additionally, evaluating the ability of FA treatment to skew 

a pre-existing Th1 inflammatory condition towards a more Th2-type immune response would be 

necessary to test whether FA has helminth therapy-like potential. 
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CHAPTER 7: Differential effects of FA and FD in the 
late phase of acute LPS-induced inflammation 
 

 7.1  INTRODUCTION 

We also evaluated the effect of another polyacetylene, the FA metabolite falcarindiol (FD), at 

same dose, conditions and 24 hour time point.  Since in particular the lipid modelling was 

confounded by the inclusion of FD, we analyzed FA separately.  Here we present the FD results 

highlighting the differences in performance from FA. 

 7.2  METHODS 

See Chapter 6 Methods 

 7.3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 7.3.1  Intestinal and hepatic gene expression 

As shown in Figure 22, the effect of FD on inflammatory gene expression was somewhat mixed.  

Inflammatory gene expression was largely normalizing by 24 hours in both tissues.  A notable 

divergence was a persistent upregulation of intestinal Tnfα mRNA in FD (by 7.9-fold, although 

with only marginal significance, p=0.0642) which was higher than PC (increased only 5.4-fold).  

Intestinal mRNA expression of Tnfr, IL-6 and Stat3 were similar between the PA.  In the liver, 

inflammatory gene expression was predominantly uniform between treated groups, except IL-6 

which was similarly lower between PA.   
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Figure 22: Intestinal and hepatic inflammatory gene expression. Gene expression is expressed 
as mRNA fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal gene expression, B) 
hepatic gene expression.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05); marginally 
significant results (†=p<0.1) are also noted. 

 

Particularly noteworthy was the differential effects of PA on gene expression of Ifnγ in both the 

intestine and liver.  Where FA uniquely suppressed Ifnγ mRNA in both tissues, FD did not and 

was actually higher than PC although not significantly at this normalizing time point.  The 

divergence of PA is nonetheless important to note since Ifnγ is a type 1 cytokine which would 

likely be antagonistic to the type 2 skewing of FA.  As shown in Figure 23, regulatory gene 

expression was also normalizing at 24 hours.  However there was a differential response of 

Tgfb3 mRNA in the liver to PA.  FA Tgfb3 was nearly double NC, whereas FD was only ~50%.  

This differential response is of interest given the role of TβRII in maintaining M2 

polarization366, countering the inflammatory response367 and T cell polarization368. 
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Figure 23: Intestinal and hepatic regulatory gene expression. Gene expression is expressed as 
mRNA fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal gene expression, B) hepatic 
gene expression.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05). 

 

 7.3.2  Differential effects of polyacetylenes on expression of Nrf2 
target genes 
 

Interestingly, despite the known ability of FD to activate Nrf252, it was less effective than FA at 

upregulating the expression of Nrf2 targets Hmox1 and Nqo1.  As shown in Figure 24, among 

phytochemical pretreatments, only FA significantly upregulated Hmox1 in the intestine, whereas 

FD and SF were lower than PC.  Additionally, FD had the lowest Hmox1 mRNA expression in 

the liver.  FD Nqo1 mRNA was also lowest in both tissues; in the intestine, FD was 4.3-fold 

lower than FA although only with marginal significance (p=0.0903), highlighting again that FA 

and FD are not interchangeable. 
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Figure 24: Intestinal and hepatic Nrf2 pathway gene expression. Gene expression is expressed 
as mRNA fold change relative to negative control (NC).  A) Intestinal gene expression, B) 
hepatic gene expression.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** 
(p<0.01); marginally significant results (†=p<0.1) are also noted. 

 

The differential effects of PA become more evident at the level of protein expression.  While 

Ho-1 protein expression in the intestine was more than doubled other LPS groups by FA 

treatment (as seen in Figure 25), FD actually suppressed it below the LPS-induced increase seen 

in PC.  In the liver, there was no difference in Ho-1 between FD and PC, whereas SF was 

significantly elevated 1.9-fold over FD (p<0.05). This parallels the effect of FA in the liver 

where there was also no increase in Ho-1 protein beyond PC.  In the spleen there was a clear 

suppression of Ho-1 although results were not significant.  This effect was exclusive to FD; FA 

had no effect on Ho-1 protein expression in the spleen.   The differential effects of PA on 

Hmox1 gene expression of Nrf2 targets is even more profound at the protein level and depend 

on tissue type. 
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Figure 25: Heme oxygenase-1 protein expression. Protein expression is expressed as fold 
change relative to negative control (NC).  FD results are presented along side FA results for 
comparison.  A) Intestinal protein expression, B) hepatic protein expression.  Statistical 
significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001); 
marginally significant results (m=p<0.1) are also noted. 
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skew of plasma cytokines 
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respectively).  However, the PA diverged in their effects on IL-10 and some key pro-

inflammatory cytokines.  FD treatment did not result in a significant upregulation of IL-10.  In 

fact, FA was significantly increased over FD (by 2.3-fold, p<0.01).  Also remarkably, FD had 

the highest levels of most type 1 cytokines.  FD was the only group that was significantly 

upregulated in plasma IL-1β, IL-6 and MCP-1 (all p<0.05); Ifnγ was also highest in FD 

although not significantly.  Overall, FD increased IL-2, IL-13 and IL-9 but to a lesser extent 

than FA, but did not have the concomitant downregulation of type 1 cytokines, nor the profound 

increase in immunosuppressive IL-10. 

 

Figure 26: Plasma cytokines 24-hours post LPS. All cytokines are shown in pg/mL.  Statistical 
significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), **** (p<0.0001); 
marginally significant results ( †=p<0.1) are also noted. 
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 7.3.4  FD results in type 1 cytokine profile of splenic cytokines 

FD also had greater inflammatory cytokine expression than FA in the spleen.  As shown in 

Figure 27, IL-1α levels were similar between PA, but FD IL-1β was significantly higher than FA 

(p<0.01) and was the highest among LPS treated groups.  Similarly FD Ifnγ was highest among 

LPS treated groups and was marginally higher than FA (p=0.0749), and had the highest levels of 

IL-6 and MCP-1.  Interestingly, there was a trend for FD to have the highest level of type 2 

cytokines among phytochemical treated groups, and the highest level overall of IL-9, IL-10 and 

IL-13 as shown in Figure 28.  These results were not significant but are notable for the 

differential response of PA. 

 

Figure 27: Type 1 spleen cytokines 24-hours post LPS. All cytokines are shown in pg/mL.  
Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001); 
marginally significant results (†=p<0.1) are also noted. 
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Figure 28: Type 2 (including IL-9 and IL-10) spleen cytokines. All cytokines are shown in 
pg/mL.  Statistical significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001), 
**** (p<0.0001). 

 

 7.3.5  The effect of FD on lipid peroxidation 

The effects of PA on lipid peroxidation in the plasma, jejunum, mesentery and spleen were not 

significant for any tissue (Figure 29).  However, it is noteworthy that in the jejunum, TBARS 

were highest in FD. 

 

Figure 29: Lipid peroxidation 24-hours post LPS. Lipid peroxidation measured by TBARS in 
the jejunal-associated mesentery, jejunum, and plasma 24 hours after LPS injection. Statistical 
significance is expressed as follows: * (p<0.05). 
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 7.3.6  The effect of FD on abdominal lipid mediators 

When both PA were analyzed together, the PLS-DA model produced was weaker than when 

analyzed separately.  FD produced a weaker model than FA when analyzed separately.  As 

shown in Figure 30, there was a less clear discriminant pattern in the intestine with FD and so 

we present the following results in brief.  In the mesentery, the performance of the PLS-DA 

model was not predictive therefore not further analyzed.   

 

Of the top 10 VIP, 5 were omega-6 and 5 were omega-3 derived metabolites and only 1 was 

distinctly pro-inflammatory.  Of the omega-6 derived metabolites, 1 was γ-linolenic acid-

derived (13(S)-HOTre-γ).  Two were CYP450 epoxidase AA metabolites (5,6-EET and 8,9-

EET) which are angiogenic369and vasodilation factors370,371 that also have anti-inflammatory 

properties372; 8,9-EET also has immunosuppressive characteristics373.  5(S),6(S)-DiHETE is a 

non-enzymatic degradation product of LTA4 with aryl hydrocarbon receptor binding ability374, 

whereas 5-oxoETE is a potently inflammatory eosinophilic chemotaxin and activator375.  Of the 

5 omega-3derived metabolites, 4 were DHA and its metabolites and the fifth was a non-

enzymatic376 EPA metabolite, 8-HEPE, a PPARα agonist377.  There were 2 5LO metabolites (7- 

and 10-HDoHE) and a 15LO pro-resolving mediator 10(S),17(S)-DiHDoHE (protectin).  

Overall, 4 were metabolites of the 5LO enzymatic pathway, 2 15LO, 2 CYP450 epoxidase, and 

1 non-enzymatic oxidation product. 
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Figure 30: PLS-DA analysis of jejunal lipid mediators. A) Pairwise scores plots between the 
selected components. The explained variance of each component is shown in the corresponding 
diagonal cell. B) Scores plot between the selected principals components. The explained 
variances are shown in brackets. C) VIP scores for the 10 variables that contribute the most to 
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the PLS-DA model are shown along with a depiction of relative concentrations for each 
metabolite listed.  Graphs represent independent univariate analysis (one-way ANOVA) for 
each of the metabolites among the top 10 VIP scores.  The fatty acid of origin is listed as 
A=arachadonic acid, E=EPA, D=DHA and G=gamma linoleic acid.  Statistical significance is 
represented as follows: * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001). 
 

 7.4  CONCLUSION 

As expected, there was some overlap in the effects of the PA, but they also diverged in 

important ways.  One of the most interesting finding of this project was the immunomodulatory 

effect of FA on plasma cytokines reminiscent of helminth-based therapies to shift the immune 

balance towards a Th2/Th9 polarization thereby reducing Th1.  FD on the other hand, had 

similar but less perspicuous effects on plasma IL-9, IL-13 and IL-2.  However in stark contrast 

to FA, FD did not increase plasma levels of immunosuppressive cytokine, IL-10.  Importantly, 

FD also increased type 1 plasma cytokines, which would directly antagonize the extent of Th2 

polarization, and shift the cytokine milieu away from that which supports Treg polarization (the 

effect of FA) and towards a pro-inflammatory Th17 polarization. Additionally, type 1 splenic 

cytokines were highest in the FD-treated group.  IL-6, IL-1β, Ifnγ and MCP-1 were all highest 

in FD.  These effects are not consistent with a helminth therapy-type effect indicating that FA 

alone may have therapeutic potential. 

 

Another surprising result was the seemingly opposite effect of PA on Ho1 expression.  FD did 

not upregulate Hmox1 in the intestine beyond the effect of SF – a well characterized natural 

product activator of Nrf2.  In the liver, Hmox1 mRNA expression was lowest in FD.  This 

difference was even more stark at the protein level.  While the PA had similar effects on hepatic 

Ho1 (equivalent to PC), FD remarkably suppressed Ho1 in the intestine and spleen.  The 
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differential effects of PA on Ho1 may in part account for more pro-inflammatory cytokine 

profiles in the plasma and spleen of FD-treated mice.  In conclusion, in therapeutic use of PA, it 

would be more beneficial to use FA alone, rather a compound product such as carrot juice or 

herbal product containing both phytochemicals.  If employed concurrently, FD would be 

expected to antagonize the most advantageous effects of FA: the anti-inflammatory skew of 

plasma Th2/Th9 cytokines, and the upregulation of Ho1. 
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CHAPTER 8: Integrated Discussion 

This interdisciplinary project evaluated the impact of cultivation practices on the flavor and 

phytochemical content of carrots, and to further evaluate the degree to which this difference 

affects health.  The focus was on the anti-inflammatory effects of carrot-derived polyacetylene 

(PA) phyto-oxylipins: falcarinol (FA) and falcarindiol (FD).  These compounds are of interest 

because, unlike other compound such as polyphenols, they are not widely available in food 

crops, but are abundant in medicinal plant species, notably ginseng.  PA-containing food crops 

are mostly limited to the Apiaceae family including parsnip, fennel, and many herbs, but the 

most widely consumed is carrot. 

 

In addition to the positive control which received no phytochemical pretreatment, we included 

SF in this study to be able to compare the effect of PA against another well characterized non-

pharmaceutical Nrf2 activator.  The most remarkable finding in this project was that FA was 

more effective than SF at robustly upregulating Nrf2-target Ho-1 at the mRNA and protein 

levels in the small intestine during an inflammatory challenge, as well as in the liver in early 

acute inflammation (EAI).  This finding is remarkable because SF is conventionally understood 

to be the most potent Nrf2 activator among natural compounds.  In fact, most clinical trials to 

date evaluating non-pharmaceutical Nrf2 activation have tested either SF or high SF-containing 

products such as broccoli sprouts.  In the intestine, Hmox1 mRNA was upregulated only by FA 

among treated groups, an effect that persisted through early to late acute inflammation.  

Similarly at the protein level, Ho1 was upregulated only by FA in early acute inflammation and 

increased nearly 5-fold by late acute inflammation.  SF did not differ from PC at either time 

point.  In contrast, FA increased Ho1 protein in the liver in EAI but had normalized to the level 
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of PC by LAI, whereas SF had a delayed response and was significantly increased over both FA 

and PC in LAI.   

 

The differential effects of FA and SF on Nrf2 activation gauged by the response of the Hmox1 

gene is likely due either to differing potency of engaging conformation change in Keap1, or to 

differences in bioavailability.  Keap1 is a redox sensitive protein with hundreds of cysteine 

residues capable of integrating many levels of oxidative signal nuance, therefore Nrf2 activation 

is more complex than ligand-receptor binding signalling pathways.  The conjugated acetylene 

bonds of FA are more electrophilic than the isothiocyanate or sulfinyl groups of SF.  The 

potency of Nrf2 activators is known to be correlated with the speed of S-alkylation on Keap1, so 

the increased electrophilicity of FA may be responsible for this effect.  Additionally, the 

oxidation of cysteine residues is generally easily reversible, so the S-alkyation of FA may be less 

reversible than those of SF resulting in a more sustained and therefore potent activation.  We 

should note here that Nqo1 did not respond to either phytochemical in this low dose study 

indicating that Ho1 is a more sensitive Nrf2 target than Nqo1. 

 

Another novel finding in this study was the Th2/Th9 cytokine response reflective of helminth-

based therapies that was conferred by FA, and to a lesser extent FD, along with an absence of 

immunomodulatory effect of SF.  FA and FD had both overlapping and divergent effects in acute 

LPS-induced inflammation.  These differences may be in part due to different levels of Ho1 

induction.  Ho1 is generally considered an inducible rather than constitutive enzyme, but one 

cell type that does constitutively express Ho1 are immature dendritic cells.  Upon activation, 

dendritic cells lose Ho1 expression268.  Since DCs mediate the activation of the adaptive 
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immune response by antigen presentation to naive T cells with a role in determining the fate of 

T cell polarization, inhibiting DC maturation is immunosuppressive.  This is particularly 

relevant in the small intestine where the majority of antigen exposure takes place, and is 

therefore an important site of overall immunomodulation.   

  

Type 2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-13) inherently block the signalling that leads to type 1 polarization of 

immune cells.  So shifting a pro-inflammatory immune tone involves, in part, the production of 

type 2 cytokines.  Of course Th2 cytokines can also be pro-inflammatory.  In the context of the 

gut, this is generally associated with Th17 cells which differentiate from naive cells in 

conditions similar to Tregs (the presence of TGFβ and ___) but Th17 polarization results when 

this cytokine profile is concomitant with type 1 pro-inflammatory signals, specifically IL-6.  

The same conditions without type 1 cytokines will produce mature Tregs.  Ho1 induction or 

treatment with its product, CO, improves Th2-dependent colitis which is mediated by Th17 T 

cells, by increasing IL-10 and by reducing IL-17 and type 1 cytokines264.  This suggests that 

HO1 and FA may still be beneficial in Th2 inflammation due to the reduction of other type 1 

cytokines that induce Th17 polarization and possibly modulate the refinement of the effect of 

Th9, although these hypotheses stand to be tested.   

 

Contrary to the effect of FA, FD had either no effect or actually suppressed Ho1 expression at 

both the mRNA and protein levels.  The suppression of Ho1 may be in part responsible for the 

lack of IL-10 induction and attenuated Th2/Th9 cytokine phenotype.  This study did not 

evaluate the mechanistic differences between FA and FD.  The only structural difference 

between the compounds in the hydroxylation at C8 which may close off access or the 
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electrophilicity of the conjugated alkenes which are bracketed by hydroxyl groups in FD, and 

open on one side in FA.  However, FD has clearly been demonstrated to have Keap1-

binding/Nrf2-activating capability52, so perhaps the suppressive effect seen in this study is 

related to the low dose used (5 mg/kg in vivo).  Perhaps a higher dose can override the possibly 

stearic or electrochemical effect of the second hydroxyl group at C8; further testing is required 

to clarify.   

 

Although we did not identify new agricultural practices for modulating PA in carrot, we were 

able to demonstrate the importance of soil fertility and the phytochemical and mineral quality of 

carrots.  In conclusion, both FA and SF protect intestinal barrier integrity although FA more 

effectively and with the added effect of reducing inflammatory cell infiltration.  FA is a more 

potent at upregulating Nrf2-target Ho1 than SF, particularly in the intestine which is an 

important site of immune modulation.  The Th2/Th9 cytokine response produced by PA is 

interesting particularly since carrot juice has been a long-espoused folk medicine for parasite 

expulsion.  We demonstrate for the first time the immunomodulatory basis for this effect.  

However, for more targeted therapeutic uses of PA, FA alone may be a superior choice given the 

differential effects of FA and FD on IL-10 and type 1 cytokine production.  
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